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I am proud to introduce Norman Disney & Young’s 
(NDY) second Sustainability Report. Over our 
55 year history NDY has been committed to 
embedding sustainability within our engineering 
solutions and project delivery. We have also 
committed to sustainable actions in our own 
business operations.

NDY actively contributes to the communities in which 
we work and provides staff with rewarding work and 
career opportunities, resulting in sustainable long-term 
economic security. Our commitment to sustainability 
has been formalised in our Sustainability Policy,  
and our performance is tracked as part of our 
ISO14001 accredited Environmental Management 
System, the results of which are documented in this 
Sustainability Report.

At NDY we recognise that reducing energy 
consumption and reliance on fossil fuels is an important 
contributor to the sustainability of the planet, and one 
that	we	can	directly	influence.	As	a	global	engineering	
company working in the built environment sector we 
are uniquely placed not only to deliver sustainable high 
quality outcomes for our clients but also to be judged 
by our own behaviour.

Throughout	what	has	been	a	challenging	financial	year,	
NDY has maintained its commitment to improving its 
carbon footprint and reducing waste generation.  

We continue to actively contribute to the community 
through our Charitable Trust and facilitated  
contributions by our staff. 

We	have	delivered	a	range	of	high	profile	sustainable	
projects including 700 Bourke Street, Melbourne for 
Cbus	Developments	and	the	Green	Star	fitout	at	BHP	
Billiton’s global headquarters also in Melbourne.

NDY is a Green Building Council of Australia ‘Thought 
Leader’ and we continue to collaborate with our clients 
to improve the performance of existing building stock 
in parallel with our efforts to deliver more sustainable 
solutions on our new build commissions.

Having developed and consolidated the processes 
and procedures for gathering and reporting on NDY’s 
Sustainability performance, over the coming year NDY 
plans to set and adopt targets to address our key 
sustainability impacts. This includes tracking the energy 
savings	and	environmental	benefits	associated	with	key	
NDY projects, as well as reducing energy consumption 
and	waste	and	encouraging	recycling	in	our	own	offices.

We are indeed proud of our progress to date and 
recognise that, from our own point of view and for  
the	benefit	of	the	communities	we	serve,	the	quest	 
for improvement must be continuous.

Ian Hopkins 
CEO 
Norman Disney & Young 

At NDY we recognise that reducing energy  
consumption and reliance on fossil fuels is an important 
contributor to the sustainability of the planet, and one 

that we can directly influence.

1.1 CEO’s Statement
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1.2 Introduction

Sustainability reporting is no longer an option – it’s a business 
necessity. Sustainability reporting was once a vehicle to promote 
leadership, raise awareness and build brand reputation. But the 
world has changed, and in an increasingly inter-connected global 
marketplace, where information can be relayed around the globe 
in an instant, corporations are recognising that corporate social 
responsibility, environmental sustainability, transparency, ethics  
and integrity are non-negotiable brand values. 

As such, the future of sustainability reporting will be tied to innovation, supply 
chain engagement, social sustainability and collaboration with stakeholders. 
Sustainability reporting is increasingly being used as a mechanism to drive 
business strategy and deliver outcomes with real impact.

At NDY we know that all our employees are affected by the changing 
environment and that operating sustainably can reap rewards. For NDY,  
our commitment to sustainability can also be a differentiator as we  
share our successes, our challenges and our opportunities to improve.

Last	year	we	issued	our	first	sustainability	report	and,	pleasingly,	it	was	
received enthusiastically and positively by our staff and clients. This year, 
we	are	expanding	our	coverage	to	all	NDY	offices,	so	it	is	truly	a	reflection	
of our global business. We have adopted level four of the Global Reporting 
Initiative’s (GRI’s) Sustainability Reporting Framework as our benchmark, 
which increases our reporting stringency. I am pleased to say that we have 
satisfied	all	the	criteria.

I am personally grateful for the contribution of many NDY staff in preparing 
our	first	global	report.	The	data-gathering	task	is	significant	and	all	offices	
have applied themselves diligently. Special thanks go to the Sustainability 
Steering Committee for their guidance and support and also our 
Communications team for the design and preparation of the report.

Leadership in sustainability demands that we hold ourselves  
accountable, whilst looking for the potential in our people and our 
processes. While sustainability is a journey, not a destination, we can  
be very proud of the steps we’ve walked in the last year, and I look forward 
to us taking great strides forward in the years to come.

Tony Arnel 
Global Director of Sustainability 
Norman Disney & Young

At NDY we know that all  
our employees are affected by  
the changing environment and  
that operating sustainably can  

reap rewards. 

ABOUT THIS REPORT

This is NDY’s second annual 
Sustainability Report. It covers the 
2013/2014 Australian Financial Year 
(1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014). The 
last report covering the 2012/2013 
financial	year	was	published	in	
September 2013 and is available via 
NDY’s website at: www.ndy.com/
sustainabilityreport2013

This report has been prepared 
in accordance with the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines. 
NDY has reported against the Core 
General Standard Disclosures and 
those	Specific	Standard	Disclosure	
aspects and indicators which were 
identified	as	material	to	NDY’s	
operations. A GRI Content Index is 
available as a supplement to this 
report.	This	index	identifies	the	GRI	
disclosures addressed in this report, 
and a reference to the page where 
the relevant content can be found.

This report has been prepared 
by NDY’s Sustainability Steering 
Committee and has been reviewed 
and approved by NDY’s CEO and 
by our Global Sustainability Director. 
It has also been reviewed by 
Netbalance. 

In the future, we anticipate 
that External Assurance by an 
independent third party will be 
sought.	As	we	continue	to	refine	our	
data gathering it will be important 
to the integrity of the report that the 
content	is	verified	in	accordance	
with the GRI Reporting Principles 
and Standard Disclosures. 

NDY welcomes feedback on our 
Sustainability Report. If you would 
like to comment or require further 
information, please email us at: 
sustainability.report@ndy.com
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1.2 Introduction

REPORTING BOUNDARY

The report covers NDY’s Australian 
office	operations	in	New	South	
Wales, Queensland, Victoria, 
Australian Capital Territory, Western 
Australia, Northern Territory and 
South Australia as well as NDY’s 
offices	in	New	Zealand	in	Auckland,	
Wellington and Christchurch and 
NDY’s	UK	office	in	London.	

This report does not include data 
for Malaysia, where Norman Disney 
& Young Sdn Bhd is operated by 
local directors as a licensee of the 
NDY Group. 

The scope of this Sustainability 
Report does not include 
Engineering Commissioning 
Services, or NDYLTK Rail – 
organisations that NDY works 
closely with and part owns. 

The scope of this report does 
include the specialist brands 
operating under NDY: NDYLIGHT 
and Luminova.

The shift from reporting against 
NDY’s Australian operations 
to NDY’s Global Operations is 
a	significant	expansion	of	the	
reporting boundary since the 
2012/13 Report. 

NDY has made substantial efforts 
during	2013/14	to	refine	our	data	
collection and reporting systems 
both for our ISO14001 EMS and 
to more fully comply with the 
GRI guidelines. While we have 
attempted to provide full data sets 
throughout the report, where gaps 
exist they are noted alongside the 
applicable table.

MATERIAL ISSUES

In order to prioritise the 
sustainability issues and provide 
scope for our report, NDY 
carried out a workshop using 
AccountAbility’s 5-part materiality 
test. This included a policy review, 
industry review, peer review, media 
review	and	review	of	financial	
impacts. Material issues were 
discussed throughout the workshop 
exercise and analysed according to 
their relevance to both NDY as  
a business and our stakeholders. 

As a result a matrix (Fig. 1.1) was 
developed	which	not	only	identified,	
but prioritised our key social, 
environmental	and	financial	material	
issues. This process has allowed 
for NDY to provide a well-balanced 
report	that	reflects	those	aspects	 
of our operations that have the  
most merit.

In preparation for NDY’s second 
Sustainability Report in 2013/14, 
we undertook a further review of 
potential material issues and the 
range of issues covered by our 
Sustainability Report has been 
refined	to	reflect	this.	This	included	
a review of 25 sustainability reports 
published by NDY’s clients and 
peers, and analysis of the GRI 
aspects reported on, targets set 
and performance indicators used. 

NDY’s Sustainability Steering 
Committee reviewed all of the 
GRI	G4	General	and	Specific	
Disclosures, as well as the GRI  
G4 Construction and Real Estate 

Sector Disclosures, and discussed 
items/aspects which are material 
for	NDY,	and	agreed	which	Specific	
Disclosures should be included in 
the 2013/14 Sustainability Report. 

In 2012/13 NDY fully reported 
against 12 Core General 
Disclosures, partly reported against 
an additional 9, and did not report 
against the remaining 13. In 
2013/14 NDY has fully reported 
against all the required General 
Standard Disclosures in accordance 
with the Core requirements of GRI 
G4. These include G4-1, G4-3 to 
G4-34 and G4-56.

In 2012/13 NDY reported against 
11	Specific	Disclosures,	whereas	
in 2013/14 NDY has fully reported 
against	28	Specific	Standard	
Disclosures which are also are 
material issues.

The full list of Core General 
Disclosures	and	Material	Specific	
Disclosures NDY has reported 
against for 2013/14 is available at:  
www.ndy.com/GRIindex  
This document describes the 
material aspects, management 
approach and reporting boundary 
for each aspect. 

BENCHMARKING

As part of developing the 
processes for collating data for 
this Sustainability Report, over 
the	course	of	the	last	year	defined	
metrics were established for each 
office	to	record	against.	The	key	
areas of focus were around Building 
Energy Consumption, Travel, Paper 
Usage and Recycling. Metrics 
were	recorded	by	each	office,	with	
process	owners	identified	and	final	
details reported centrally in order  
to establish group wide metrics  
and performance outcomes.  
The	final	information	was	audited	 
by the Business Process Director  
to	confirm	the	robustness	of	 
data provided. 

The intention is to benchmark the 
metrics that we consider are robust 
and auditable within this period.  
As NDY improves its data collation 
and tracking, we will look to 
continue to expand the various 
metrics to provide a better overview 
of all areas of the business.  
In some instances the availability 
of metrics will be limited by tenant 
arrangements or vendor data and 
NDY will continue to assess the 
availability and application of this 
data to the Sustainability Report. 
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Fig. 1.1: Materiality Matrix
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Gold Coast

Melbourne

Perth

Sydney

1.3 Who We Are

NDY is privately owned by 31 shareholders, and its legal form is a 
proprietary limited company. In this report NDY refers to NDY Holdings  
Pty Ltd trading as Norman Disney & Young.

NDY operates under a number of brands including Norman Disney & Young, 
NDYLIGHT and Luminova. NDY also has 50 per cent joint venture ownership 
of NDYLTK Rail, which provides rail systems engineering.

There	have	been	no	significant	changes	during	the	reporting	period	to	
NDY’s size, structure, ownership, or supply chain that materially affects this 
Sustainability Report.

HOW WE DO BUSINESS

In	2011,	NDY	launched	its	core	values,	which	define	the	behaviour	we	
expect of all our employees and business partners. These values remain 
very relevant and important to NDY and continue to be embedded in all 
aspects of our business operations.

NDY also promotes high standards of business practice based on ethical 
values. Details of our values and Ethical Statement can be found at:  
www.ndy.com/about-us/our-ethical-statement

To support NDY upholding the highest standards of professional and ethical 
standards in the manner by which we conduct ourselves as a company,  
we are currently developing an Employee Code of Conduct.

Whilst we anticipated the Code of Conduct would be released to employees 
during this reporting period this was not possible due to two organisation-
wide initiatives already taking place. The Code of Conduct, with supporting 
training, is scheduled for release in the next reporting period.

NDY Board

Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO)

Indicates Group  
Executive Team

NZ Regional  
Director

UK Regional  
Director

Buildings Adelaide

Auckland London

Defence Brisbane

Christchurch

Health Canberra

Wellington

Industrial Darwin

Mission Critical

Transport

Utilities

Legal  
Director

IP  
Director

Market Sector 
Director

Marketing & 
Communications 

Director

Chief Financial 
Officer (CFO)

Sustainability 
Director

Human Resources 
Director

Chief Operating 
Officer (COO)

Our mission is to deliver 
excellent solutions through 

a clear understanding of 
our clients’ business and  
community expectations.

OUR VALUES

 » Excellence 
do it once, do it well

 » Leadership 
lead in our profession, industry and  
the community

 » Integrity 
treat others as we wish to be treated

 » Collaboration 
listen, share and contribute

 » Accountability & Ownership 
understand the impact of our actions  
and own the outcomes

 » Innovation 
inspired creativity to challenge the norm

Fig. 1.2: Company Structure

IT & BIM 
Director
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1.3 Who We Are

NDY PROVIDES A RANGE OF 
ENGINEERING DESIGN AND 
CONSULTANCY SERVICES

 » Acoustics

 » BIM (Building Information Modelling)

 » Communications/ICT

 » Controls & Integration

 » Electrical

 » Fire Engineering

 » Fire Protection

 » Hydraulics

 » Interiors

 » Mechanical

 » MPlus (Energy & Plant Management)

 » NDYLIGHT (Lighting Design)

 » Property Consultancy

 » Security

 » Vertical Transportation.

NDY WORKS ACROSS SEVEN  
MARKET SECTORS

 » Buildings:	Commercial	offices,	
education, retail, residential, 
public and government  
building projects

 » Defence: Specialist services 
provided for defence and related 
groups in the defence industry

 » Health: Major hospitals and 
healthcare facilities

 » Industrial: Manufacturing and 
food processing to materials 
handling and infrastructure 
associated with the mining & 
resource industries

 » Mission Critical: Data centres, 
hosting or co-location, 
telecommunications infrastructure 
builds, call centres, satellite or 
cable landing stations

 » Transport: Rail, road, aviation 
and ports projects

 » Utilities: Communications, power, 
renewable energy and water.

NDY WORKS WITH A RANGE  
OF CLIENTS AND PROJECT 
TEAM PARTNERS

 » Architects

 » Building contractors 

 » Building tenants  
and occupants

 » Employer’s agents

 » Facility managers

 » Other engineers 

 » Project managers

 » Property owners, investors  
and developers.

Fig. 1.3: Our Value Chain
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1 2

Investment & 
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Project Planning 
(Due diligence, 
upgrade strategy, 
defining	the	brief)
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Design 
engineering & 
consultancy 
(Concept to 
detailed design 
development)

Leasing & sales

Commissioning 
& systems  
tuning

Operation & 
maintenance

Procurement 
(Specifications	 
& tender reviews)

Facilities 
management

u
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AUSTRALIA

 » Adelaide

 » Brisbane

 » Canberra

 » Darwin

 » Gold Coast

 » Melbourne	(Head	Office)

 » Perth

 » Sydney

NEW ZEALAND

 » Auckland

 » Christchurch

 » Wellington

UNITED KINGDOM

 » London

MALAYSIA

 » Kuala Lumpur*

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

 » Dubai

* Norman Disney & Young Sdn Bhd is operated 
by local directors as an engineering services 
consultancy and are a licensee of the NDY Group, 
which includes the use of the Norman Disney  
& Young trading name and associated logos.

1.4 Locations and Scale

574
total workforce

14 offices  
in five regions 

NDY’s workforce by location:

78% Australia based

12% NZ based

10% UK based 

Fig. 1.4: Number of offices by location
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NDY has offices in Australia, New Zealand,  
the United Kingdom and a presence in the UAE.  

In Malaysia, Norman Disney & Young Sdn Bhd is operated 
by local directors as an engineering services consultancy 

and is a licensee of the NDY Group.

1.4 Locations and Scale

78.03% of our total employee hours 
were invested in engineering and 

CAD/BIM services.

946,910.53

738,839.03 

Total employee hours*

Engineer & CAD/BIM only hours* 

* Excludes Casuals

Auckland

41

Wellington

22
Christchurch

7Adelaide

9 Canberra

29

Darwin

1

Melbourne

152

Perth

78 Sydney

112

Brisbane & 
Gold Coast

68

London

55

55 449 70
total United Kingdom 

workforce
total Australian 

workforce
total New Zealand 

workforce

Fig. 1.5: Workforce by region
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1.5 Stakeholder Engagement

At NDY we realise that by engaging with 
stakeholders effectively we can best understand 
the needs of our staff and clients, the environmental 
impacts of our projects, and how we can best 
deliver our services to maximise sustainability 
outcomes. 

NDY strives for continual improvement and as part 
of our commitment to improving customer service 
and attracting and retaining the best staff, NDY seek 
feedback from our stakeholders to identify what’s 
working well, and highlight areas for improvement. 

NDY engages with a range of stakeholders including: 

 » Our clients who (depending on the type of project 
and building procurement model) range from direct 
engagements with property investors and developers 
or their agents or appointed project managers,  
to building contractors and architects

 » Occupants and facilities managers who live 
and work in buildings for which NDY has provided 
engineering design services 

 » The building industry generally, including industry 
associations such as Engineers Australia, AIRAH, 
CIBSE, Consult Australia, the Property Council of 
Australia and the Green Building Council of Australia

 » NDY shareholders, senior leaders and staff. 

Stakeholder engagement is an important priority 
for	NDY.	During	the	past	financial	year	we	have	
commenced 7,049 projects across all our sectors 
ranging in value from small projects to those like the 
recently completed $220 million National Australia Bank 
(NAB) in Melbourne’s Docklands.

During 2013/14 NDY invested in the implementation 
of a project management and accounting system, with 
advanced stakeholder engagement functions as part 
of our strategic IT and business direction. Deltek Vision 
is the platform chosen by NDY management and staff 
to effectively monitor, map and strategise stakeholder 
engagement and relationships.

CLIENT ENGAGEMENT

NDY’s offering across the various market sectors we 
operate in is led by a dedicated market sector manager 
with	specific	experience	applicable	to	the	unique	
challenges our clients face in each of these sectors. 

By providing a skilled geographically diverse team 
together with dedicated resources on the ground,  
NDY is able to engage with our clients on their  
terms and with a clear perspective of the industry  
we both operate in.

NDY holds regular Customer forums which involve all of 
our	offices.	These	meetings	engender	an	international,	
cohesive approach to our marketing activities and 
branding, as well as providing a forum for sharing client 
experiences and feedback. This intelligence is shared 
amongst	the	offices	so	that	there	are	no	geographical	
boundaries to improving our understanding of our key 
clients’ business.

Client	feedback	targets	are	set	for	each	office,	
reinforcing our commitment to seeking feedback and 
acting to continually improve the way we deliver our 
services to our Clients. For the FY 2013/14 reporting 
period NDY collated 91 formal feedback in addition 
to 31 recorded informal feedback. This feedback is 
reviewed	through	the	various	Office	Executive	teams	
and recommendations managed through our Business 
Development and Customer teams. 

NDY periodically commissions an externally managed 
client perception survey. This survey reviews how 
our clients view us in the marketplace and provides 
feedback on areas for improvement. Periodic review of 
this information is key to ensuring our business strategy 
aligns with the needs of the clients we are servicing.

Client feedback is routinely collected through NDY’s 
company-wide Integrated Management System, which 
involves the nominated project director and project 
coordinators seeking feedback from our clients at 
regular intervals during and after a project to ensure 
any areas for improvement are understood and can 
be	addressed.	Each	Office	Manager	is	responsible	for	
ensuring that a client feedback system is implemented 
and	maintained	in	their	office.

[12]



NDY staff featured in our 2014 World Environment Day Video

1.5 Stakeholder Engagement

INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

NDY actively engages with the building industry  
on issues ranging from building design, construction  
and	operation	to	sustainability	and	energy	efficiency.	
NDY’s industry leadership and memberships are listed 
on pages 50-51. 

Lifecycle

Lifecycle	is	our	regular	flagship	magazine	with	a	clear	
focus on sustainability-focused content. Lifecycle 
explores issues that take a holistic approach to 
buildings, energy and natural resources, and how  
they intersect and impact on our built environment. 

By showcasing NDY projects, we illustrate how our 
approach to each project takes a considered view 
and prescribe solutions to minimise the environmental 
impact of each component. We also showcase the 
humanitarian work of our people as a key plank  
in our holistic approach to the sustainability of our  
global community.

We distribute printed and electronic copies of Lifecycle 
to all clients, suppliers and media. The entire catalogue 
of Lifecycle editions is available online at:  
www.ndy.com/lifecycle

NDY TV

NDY’s dedicated online video channel – NDY TV – 
continues	to	publish	crafted	high	definition	project	
documentary episodes with a focus on sustainability 
outcomes. Written and presented by NDY Marketing 
Communications Director Ric Navarro, NDY produced 
and published three episodes in FY 2013/14:

 » BHP Billiton Perth

 » SAHMRI (South Australian Health & Medical 
Research Institute)

 » NAB 700 Bourke Street Melbourne.

NDY also produces videos with a focus on corporate 
social responsibility. In FY 2013/14, NDY published  
a video prepared by, and featuring, NDY staff for  
World Environment Day 2014, with the theme  
of ‘Raise Your Voice Not the Sea Levels’.

To view the full library of NDY TV episodes go to: 
www.ndy.com/NDYTV

 

Lifecycle is published in hard copy and electronically

NDY TV is accessible on multiple devices
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STAFF ENGAGEMENT

NDY undertakes a formal Employee Engagement 
Survey (EES) every two years which is facilitated by 
external consultants to ensure the anonymity of our 
employees is protected. The last EES was conducted 
in November 2012 with the next survey planned for 
October 2014.

NDY’s practice is to openly share EES results with staff 
through	team	briefing	sessions,	company	intranet	and	
corporate newsletters and announcements. A formal 
process is also in place to establish and monitor action 
plans on a regular basis.

In 2014, NDY’s key focus areas on an organisation  
wide level were:

 » Reward and Recognition: introduction of a new 
Short Term Incentive Plan

 » Leadership Development: for all senior leaders  
in the business 

 » Talent and Succession Planning: identifying talent 
and planning for all critical and senior leader positions

Engaging effectively and purposefully with staff is a key 
focus for NDY management.

As part of informing and engaging with our staff 
regarding change initiatives or general announcements, 
all	the	offices	within	the	NDY	Group	conduct	regular	
morning	tea	sessions	where	members	of	the	office	
executive and other staff members provide updates on 
various aspects of the business. These focus on recent 
project	wins	and	performance,	financial	performance	
and general staff issues. 

In addition to this, presentations and announcements 
provided from the NDY Group Corporate team are 
presented. These may cover aspects of Business 
Process improvements, Health and Wellbeing or Work 
Health and Safety.

Engaging effectively and purposefully with staff is a 
key focus for NDY management. From regular weekly 
briefings	of	all	staff	by	Office	Directors	through	to	
Newsnet and email updates from the CEO, engaging 
and community with staff is a priority.

The preparation of the NDY Sustainability Report 
is another opportunity to engage staff. The Global 
Sustainability Director and other Sustainability Leaders 
communicate progress and updates on the report  
prior to launch.

In anticipation of our 2014/15 report there will be 
greater engagement with staff to establish key targets 
and set benchmarks so that the reporting framework 
becomes more of a blueprint to help drive behaviour.

The Global Sustainability Director reports six monthly  
to the NDY Directors and Managers Meeting and 
monthly to the CEO. These meetings also provide the 
basis for further staff engagement.

The fortnightly Sustainability team teleconference 
receives regular updates and discussion challenges  
and opportunities presented by adherence to the  
Global Reporting Initiative framework.

During the past year a Sustainability Workshop  
was held for key NDY Directors and Sustainability 
Leaders. This also provided an opportunity for engaging 
directly with decision makers regarding strategic issues 
including reporting.

NDY maintains a coordinated network of multiple 
channels for all internal communications. All issues 
relating to corporate governance, change management, 
policy updates, and general news are communicated via:

 » Regular	email	updates	using	specific	branding	to	
indicate hierarchy and priority of message

 » A dedicated monthly internal newsletter – Newsnet 
– circulated to all staff: all back-copy editions are 
catalogued and accessible on the NDY intranet (wiki)

 » The NDY wiki also contains valuable information and 
links on: company policies; service departments; 
a library of document downloads; toolkits for 
implementing	specific	change	and	procedures;	links	
to internal and external help

 » Video clips published as information based ‘how to’ 
and help guides for staff

 » A register exists for any staff member to lodge an SFI 
(Suggestion for Improvement). This is processed and 
tracked electronically with stakeholders expected to 
respond within allocated timeframes

 » Clients and industry thought leaders are invited to 
present to NDY staff on industry topics. This includes 
some of the NDY sponsored charities via the NDY 
Charitable Trust

 » Each	NDY	office	conducts	a	weekly	staff	gathering:	
this informal town hall approach is used to launch, 
promote or reinforce issues of importance to  
the business.
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1.6 Governance

OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY 

NDY recognises how much our 
built environment can contribute to 
sustainability and the conservation 
of resources. The built environment 
globally is responsible for a 
significant	proportion	of	global	
carbon emissions. While the power 
generation sector is responsible 
for the majority of Australia’s direct 
emissions, most of those emissions 
are attributable to electricity 
used in buildings. Buildings and 
their occupants are also major 
consumers of water and generators 
of waste.

NDY has a role to play in minimising 
the consumption of energy 
and resources while providing 
built spaces that enhance the 
enjoyment and productivity of 
building occupants and users of 
infrastructure projects.

At NDY, sustainability is a core value. 
We are committed to adhering to 

best practice solutions in sustainable 
design and work with our clients to 
ensure all aspects of sustainability 
are taken into consideration.

Sustainability is embedded 
throughout our company and our 
strategic approach is led by our 
Global Head of Sustainability, Tony 
Arnel. He oversees the company’s 
sustainability strategy from the 
Global perspective and provides 
support to the Board. During FY 
2013/14, part of NDY’s sustainability 
strategy has been to focus on 
embedding sustainability within all 
our market sectors as we seek to 
enhance sustainability capability 
within the company.

NDY has a team of 15 dedicated 
sustainability consultants within 
our	offices.	Sustainability	teams	
work independently within each 
office,	meeting	regularly	to	share	
knowledge and resources. 

As well as providing sustainable 
engineering solutions to our clients, 
we are focused on walking the talk: 
our recently refurbished Perth and 
Brisbane	offices	both	achieved	 
5 star Green Star Interiors.

Sustainability Steering 
Committee 

A Sustainability Steering Committee 
was established in 2012 to provide 
governance and to review and 
approve NDY’s sustainability 
reports. This Committee provides 
high level strategic sustainability 
direction in order to embed 
sustainability into everything  
NDY do. The committee consists of:

 » Tony Arnel, Global Director  
of Sustainability 

 » Kristian Mertens, CFO

 » Tanya Cook, HR Director

 » Peter Koulos, Director

 » Ric Navarro, Marketing & 
Communications Director

The NDY group is committed to achieving high 
standards of corporate governance. The three main 
decision making bodies of the NDY group are the 
Shareholders, Board, and Executive. 

Further information about NDY’s Board and  
Executive Group can be found at:  
www.ndy.com/about-us/key-people

The Board oversees the strategic direction and 
performance of the business and is comprised of six 
people; these being the Non-Executive Chair, CEO, 
CFO and another three representatives voted in by the 
voting shareholders for a three year term.

The	Board	is	advised	by	five	board	sub-committees:	
Audit, Strategic Planning, Governance, People and 
Risk	to	keep	the	Board	informed	of	specific	areas	of	the	
business and to optimise the effectiveness of the Board. 

The sub-committees meet at least twice a year and up 
to	five	times	per	year,	depending	on	the	tasks	being	
carried out and the need for interaction on key issues. 
Monitoring and reporting on Sustainability Initiatives is 
the responsibility of the Strategic Planning Committee.

The Board and Board sub-committee members are 
the highest governing body and set the strategic 
direction	of	the	firm.	The	NDY	Board	reports	to	voting	
shareholders and meets every two months. Although 
the Board operates independently of the voting 
shareholders, certain decisions must be sanctioned  
by the voting shareholders for approval.

Board minutes and other key documentation are issued 
to voting shareholders after each meeting. There are 
also two formal voting and non-voting shareholder 
meetings held each year in February and August,  
where the Board reports to voting shareholders.

NDY Board  (Non-Executive Chair, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, 3 x shareholders)

NDY Shareholders (31 shareholders)

Audit  
Committee

5 Members

People and 
Remuneration 

Committee
6 Members

Governance 
Committee

4 Members

Risk  
Committee

5 Members

Strategic 
Planning 

Committee
5 Members

Board sub-committees

Fig. 1.6: Corporate Governance 
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1.7 Risk Management

SAFETY IN DESIGN

Workplace safety at NDY is a 
non-negotiable. We incorporate 
best-practice safety in design 
considerations to our projects and 
advise clients and other interested 
parties on safety considerations 
that have to be implemented. 

We collaborate with clients to 
advise how safety in design can be 
addressed. Through the safety in 
design process we seek to mitigate 
and where possible eliminate risk 
associated with the operation, 
maintenance and replacement of 
engineering services equipment. 
Backed by our leading analysis 
techniques which also consider 
the broader implications to the 
surrounding built environment, 
our in-house business processes 

ensure we monitor, record and 
report safety issues and inform  
our clients. 

For all projects where Design 
Concepts are generated, part of the 
design development and validation 
process includes conducting a 
Safety in Design review.  
Under the various Work Health & 
Safety Acts within the jurisdictions 
we operate in, we acknowledge 
that designers have a duty of 
care to ensure they consider and 
design appropriately to mitigate or 
eliminate risks to persons:

 » who use the plant, substance  
or structure at a workplace 

 » who construct the structure  
at a workplace 

 » who carry out any reasonably 
foreseeable activity in relation to 
the manufacture, assembly or 
use of the structure for a purpose 
for which it was designed or the 
proper demolition or disposal of 
the structure.

NDY has an established process  
for conducting Safety in Design 
reviews with a target of all projects 
having these reviews conducted 
through the duration of the project 
and in consultation with the Client 
and other relevant stakeholders.  
As part of our continual 
improvement initiatives NDY is 
currently assessing how to better 
track and record this process for 
the purposes of reporting.

NDY recognises that effective 
management of risk is integral 
to the successful management 
of operations, business planning 
and strategic decision-making. 
By understanding and managing 
our risks, we provide greater 
protection to our business and 
assets, and increased confidence 
for our shareholders and clients. 

NDY has developed a Risk  
and Compliance Framework  
which addresses all regulatory 
obligations and business risks.  
The framework is managed by  
the Risk Committee in accordance 
with the responsibilities nominated 
in the Charter and accountable  
to the Board.

The Risk Committee is responsible 
for monitoring risk management 
processes applied across all areas 
of the company’s operations. 

Responsibility for ongoing risk 
and compliance management is 
embedded with line managers 
across the business.  

NDY assesses the consequences 
and likelihood of risks in the 
following areas: project delivery, 
business continuity, regulatory 
compliance, legal and litigation, 
environment and sustainability, 
information security and privacy, 
HR, WHS and reputational risk. 

Identified	risks	are	recorded	on	
a dedicated risk register by each 
Risk Area Manager, with key risks 
then recorded on a Risk Heat 

Map and provided for each NDY 
Board meeting. Risk initiatives may 
be agreed with individuals during 
their Performance Review. These 
are recorded under the Value 
Management perspective of  
the Balanced Score Card.

By understanding and managing 
our risks, we provide greater 

protection to our business and 
assets, and increased confidence for 

our shareholders and clients. 
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1.8 Sustainability Awards

CLIENT CHOICE AWARDS 

NDY	was	a	finalist	in	the	prestigious	
2014 BRW Client Choice Awards 
in the category of ‘Best Provider to 
the Property Sector’. The awards 
are judged on the basis of feedback 
provided directly and independently 
by	clients	who	have	used	the	firms	
in the last 12 months.

GBCA LIFE FELLOWSHIP  
FOR TONY ARNEL

NDY Global Director of 
Sustainability Tony Arnel was 
awarded Life Fellowship of the 
Green Building Council of Australia 
in February 2014. Tony was a 
founding director of the GBCA and 
chairman between 2007-2012.

WGBC CHAIRMAN’S AWARD

Tony Arnel was also awarded  
the World Green Building Council 
Chairman’s Award during 2014. 
The award acknowledged his 
contribution to the phenomenal 
growth of the WGBC during  
his time as chairman between 
2008-2011. 

PROJECT AWARDS

215 Adelaide Street  
Brisbane, Australia

The refurbishment project at 
215 Adelaide Street Brisbane 
refurbishment project has achieved 
the following:

 » Finalist at the ARBS 2014 Awards 
in the HVAC Project Excellence 
Award category.

 » Winner of the Excellence – Best 
HVAC	&	Refrigeration	Retrofit	or	
Upgrade category at the 2013 
AIRAH Awards.

Te Puni Kokiri House 
Wellington, New Zealand

This	retrofitted	1930’s	historic	
building was awarded Merit in 
the	Commercial	Property	Office	
category at the 2014 Property 
Council	New	Zealand	Property	
Industry Awards.

50 Marcus Clarke Street 
Canberra, Australia

This building in the heart of 
Canberra was one of three 
shortlisted buildings at the 2013 
World Environment Day Green 
Building Awards.

Brookfield Place/BHP Billiton 
Perth, Australia

Brookfield	Place,	home	of	BHP	
Billiton in Perth, received three 
awards at the 2014 Property 
Council of Australia/Rider Levett 
Bucknall Innovation & Excellence 
Awards:

 » Winner Development of the Year.

 » International Award for Best 
Office	Development.

 » Award for Best Heritage.

BHP Billiton 
Melbourne, Australia

BHP Billiton Global Headquarters in 
Melbourne, Australia has received 
the top award in two categories 
in	the	Asia	Pacific	category	of	the	
International Property Awards:

 » Best	Office	Interiors	Australia	

 » Best	Office	Interior	Asia	Pacific.

This project is currently  
representing	the	Asia	Pacific	region	
at the overall International Awards 
Grand Final event in Dubai on  
3rd December 2014.

33 Mackenzie Street 
Melbourne, Australia

NDYLIGHT won the Excellence 
Award	at	the	2013	IESANZ	 
Lighting Awards for its work at  
33 Mackenzie Street in Melbourne.

Centrum Černý Most (CCM) 
Prague, Czechoslovakia

As a major new retail project  
in Prague, CCM has won the 
following awards:

 » 2014 ICSC European Shopping 
Centre Award in the ‘Extension 
and/or refurbishment’ category. 

 » 2014 International Council 
of Shopping Centres 
(ICSC) European Award 
for Refurbishments and/or 
Expansion.

 » Retail Week Interiors Awards 
2013’ award for ‘Best Lighting 
and Fixturing of the Year.

 » 15th annual Czech Republic ‘Best 
of Realty’ awards in the ‘shopping 
center’ category for 2013.

 » Shortlisting for the FX Awards 
and featured in the International 
Interior Design Awards 2013.

Brookfield Place 33 Mackenzie Street Centrum Černý Most (CCM) 215 Adelaide Street
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2.1 Our Environment 

We seek to ensure that sustainability is integrated throughout all 
aspects of our operations. We do this by recognising the ongoing  
need to move towards an environmentally sustainable future and 
promote this imperative with our clients. 

Through the NDY Sustainability teams in our various locations, we strive  
to apply sound environmental practices through all of our projects.  
We believe the greatest change we can affect is through our project work 
– by reducing the carbon footprint of the built environment. NDY’s core 
engineering	disciplines	have	a	crucial	role	to	play	in	the	energy	efficiency	 
and sustainability of our built environment. 

NDY’s Mechanical Engineers have a key role to play in designing  
energy	efficient	ventilation,	cooling	and	heating	systems	for	buildings 
	and	specifying	efficient	plant	and	equipment	such	as	chillers,	cooling	
towers, boilers and selection of low ozone depleting refrigerants.  
Their	design	decisions	impact	the	operational	efficiency	and	greenhouse	 
gas	emissions	profile	of	the	building	over	its	entire	life	cycle.	

NDY’s Electrical Engineers make decisions about lighting selection, 
metering, power factor correction, solar photovoltaic systems  
and design critical electrical infrastructure including data centres. 

NDY’s	Hydraulic	Engineers	design	water	efficient	systems	featuring	
rainwater collection, and grey and black water treatment systems. 

NDY’s Controls and Automation team design Building Energy  
Management Systems and develop controls strategies for low energy 
building operation, such as the Trim And Respond controls strategy,  
and remotely monitor building energy performance, tuning the systems  
to minimise energy consumption. 

NDY’s MPlus teams upgrade existing buildings to bring ageing systems  
up to current, best practice energy performance. 

Our sustainability consultants work with project teams to identify sustainable 
concept design options, carry out computer simulation modelling to predict 
energy consumption and feedback improvements into the design decision 
making, and apply green building rating systems such as Green Star, 
BREEAM, LEED and NABERS to verify the sustainability performance  
of our clients’ buildings. 

NDY’S DEFINITION OF 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Sustainable development is 
defined	by	the	United	Nations	
as “development that meets the 
needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their  
own needs.”

At	NDY	we	support	this	definition	
of sustainability from the UN by 
ensuring we provide innovative 
solutions which deliver responsible 
low-carbon outcomes for the life 
cycle of all our projects.

For	the	first	time	in	history,	more	
than half the planet makes its 
homes in cities and by 2030, it is 
estimated that this will increase to 
two thirds. Through cities the built 
environment allows communities 
to come together to share 
experiences, exchange capital, 
goods and ideas. It is also where 
we build our most ambitious and 
symbolic structures. 

At NDY, sustainability is not an 
‘add-on’: it is an intrinsic part of 

everything we do.
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2.2 Sustainability in Design – NDY Projects

As a founding member of the Green Building Council of Australia  
who developed and administers the Green Star rating tools,  
NDY is committed to the ongoing design of sustainable buildings. 

As of 30 June 2014, NDY’s Australian sustainability team had provided 
consultancy	services	on	72	Green	Star	certified	projects.	Of	these,	 
8 were delivered within FY 2013/14. 

As only best practice or above projects can achieve Green Star ratings,  
this demonstrates NDY’s commitment to working with clients to improve  
the sustainability performance of the projects and services we provide.

The Australian sustainability team have also provided consultancy services 
on	a	total	of	120	NABERS	certified	projects,	of	which	33	were	delivered	
within FY 2013/14. 

OUR POLICY ON 
SUSTAINABILITY

NDY’s Sustainability Policy outlines 
our commitment to sustainability  
in our operations, customers, 
people and community. 

The policy can be found at:  
www.ndy.com/sustainabilitypolicy

As only best practice or above projects can achieve 
Green Star ratings, this demonstrates NDY’s commitment 

to working with clients to improve the sustainability 
performance of the projects and services we provide.

Fig. 2.1: Sustainability Certifications

United Kingdom Australia New Zealand

1
Green Star 

certified project

8
Green Star  

certified projects

33
NABERS  

certified projects

1
LEED  

certified project

6
BREEAM  

certified projects
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NAB 700 Bourke Street, Melbourne, Australia

Positioned between the bustling 
Southern Cross Station and Etihad 
Stadium in Melbourne’s Docklands, 
700 Bourke Street is home to 
6,000 NAB employees. At over 
65,000sqm, the development 
consists of a new 14 storey 
premium	grade	office	with	retail,	
beverage and food tenancies. 

The building has been purposefully 
designed to be recognised as a 
‘world leader’ in green building 
design and construction by 
achieving a 6 Star Green Star rating 
for Design and targeting a 6 Star 
Green Star rating for As Built. 

As the sustainability consultant 
for 700 Bourke Street, NDY 
implemented a range of sustainability 
initiatives including conducting air 
conditioning options, extensive 
daylight modelling, energy modelling, 
facade reviews, lighting studies and 
water consumption analysis.

“The vision for NAB 700 Bourke 
Street was clear from the very start: 
it needed to connect with customers 
and the community; be an 
extension of NAB’s flexible working 
environment approach; and the 
materiality of the property needed to 
be authentic and represent the NAB 
brand. The completed outcome 
of 700 Bourke Street could not 
have been achieved without the 
successful alignment of the project 
team to this vision.

NDY’s contribution as a key part  
of this team – including the design of 
the largest chilled beam installation 
in Australia – has resulted in a  
Green Star rated building which  
has been warmly embraced by  
NAB employees, customers and  
the local community”. 

Monica Klyscz  
Head of Commercial Property,  
National Australia Bank

Stonehenge Visitor Centre, United Kingdom

A	significant	milestone	in	the	
completion of the Stonehenge 
Environmental Improvements 
Programme was achieved with the 
opening of the new Visitor Centre in 
December 2013. 

The long awaited visitor centre 
sits gently on the landscape (a raft 
foundation was used to minimise 
excavation into the ground) and 
is sheltered by a zinc clad canopy 
providing visitors, many of whom 
are weary from travel, a place to 
relax and refresh themselves.

Visitors also now have the 
opportunity to take time to 
understand the Stones and the 
significance	of	the	Stones	in	the	
interactive museum space which 
includes a 360° cinema display and 
climate controlled exhibition cases 
for the display of artefacts and 
artworks. There is also a cafe, an 
impressive gift shop and dedicated 
facilities for school groups.  

Sustainability has been a key driver 
for the client and the design team 
since the concept stages of the 

project and a BREEAM Very Good 
rating has been achieved. On-site 
sewage treatment plant, ground 
source heat pumps and borehole 
water have been included to reduce 
both the carbon footprint of the 
centre and costly and intrusive 
excavations associated with 
connections to local utilities. 

The on-site boreholes also provide 
the groundwater to feed the heat 
pump installations which are key to 
the low energy hybrid environmental 
approach.  The visitors centre 
represents	the	most	significant	
and recognisable component of 
the Stonehenge Environmental 
Improvements Programme which 
began with infrastructure works 
and will conclude this summer with 
the completion of the conversion 
of the old visitor facilities, near 
the Stonehenge monument, to a 
security hub concealed within the 
remodelled landscape.

The centre was shortlisted for the 
Royal Institute of British Architects 
(RIBA) South West Awards 2014.

Buildings

Buildings
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Defence

NDY’s experience working with  
the defence industry stretches back 
to the 1980s, when we undertook 
energy audits at bases throughout 
Queensland. Since then, we’ve 
expanded our approach to 
sustainable design to encompass  
a range of environmental issues.

NDY understands the suite of 
tools used by the Department 
of Defence, including the Life 
Cycle Costing Analysis Guide 
(LCCA), Defence Building Energy 
Performance Manual (BePM) and 
Defence Green Building Toolbox 
(DGBT). We can apply these tools, 
together with our own specialist 
skills and know how, to deliver  
more sustainable outcomes on 
Defence projects.

Our smart, sustainable solutions 
can	deliver	significant	savings	on	
defence projects. On one recent 
Canberra project, NDY’s expertise 
helped lower whole-of-life costs 
by more than 25 per cent while 
eliminating environmental impacts.

We’ve helped our defence clients 
achieve	significant	financial	savings	
by addressing building operations 
issues – from energy and emissions 
minimisation to water conservation, 
and from waste management to 
noise reduction. On the Single 
LEAP Stage II project, for instance, 
we delivered a 30% improvement 
in	water	efficiency	and	20%	
improvement	on	energy	efficiency	at	
the Puckapunyal Military Area and 
Simpson Barracks sites in Victoria.

Perth Children’s Hospital Project, Perth, Western Australia 

The $1.2 billion Perth children’s 
hospital will provide the best 
possible clinical care for future 
generations and will be the base 
for continuing WA’s outstanding 
paediatric research. 

The 274-bed hospital will provide 
tertiary-level health services and key 
secondary health services including 
inpatient and outpatient care and 
ambulatory care services. 

Replacing Princess Margaret 
Hospital, the new facility will be 
located on the QEII Medical Centre 
site in Nedlands. Construction 
began in January 2012 and is due 
for completion in 2015. 

NDY was appointed as the  
building services consultants for  
all disciplines.

Defence

Health

Images courtesy of John Holland
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ALDI distribution centre, Queensland, Australia

The projected growth of global 
supermarket chain ALDI in 
Queensland has been the catalyst 
for a second major distribution 
centre. The site at Brendale, North 
West of Brisbane, is situated on the 
site of a former brickworks.

ALDI have an approach to 
developing sustainable designs 
in their projects and recognise 
the value that it provides to the 
community, environment and long 
term return to their operations 
through reduction in energy use. 

NDY was appointed to provide 
all building services and the 
distribution centre was recently 
registered for a Green Star – 
Industrial Design v1 rating and is 
targeting a 4 star Green Star rating.

As one of three industrial buildings 
in Queensland registered under the 
Industrial Design v1 rating, NDY 
was engaged along with the client’s 
design team to assist in achieving 
a building design solution providing 
Green Star initiatives.

NDY director Frank Bakker believes 
that a Green Star rating for an 
industrial building in particular is a 
significant	achievement	given	the	
perceived impact that these facilities 
can have on the environment. 

“With the ALDI distribution 
centre we have been able to 
greatly mitigate the impact on 
the environment through water 
recycling, improved energy usage 
and a comprehensive uptake on the 
use of biodegradable materials”.

VIRTUS Data Centre, London, United Kingdom

In 2009, London based data 
centre company VIRTUS called 
upon the mission critical expertise 
of	NDY	to	design	their	first	data	
centre	LONDON1	in	Enfield,	North	
London. The successful outcome 
of this project led VIRTUS to 
commission NDY in developing 
their second data centre LONDON2 
in Hayes, West London. 

The brief from VIRTUS was clear: to 
provide	a	flexible	cost-effective	data	
centre space that was extremely 
energy	efficient.	“VIRTUS	had	a	clear	
objective to achieve a load density 
of up to 2kW/m2 at a very low PUE1 
using a Tier III topology to provide 
over 65,000 sq ft of data hall space,” 
says NDY Director Brian Waddell.

“Our design solutions included 
initiatives	such	as	high	efficiency	
self-scaling modular UPS systems 
and sophisticated optimised control 
and monitoring systems. But it 
was the indirect fresh air cooling 
supplemented by adiabatic cooling 
which was key to underlining 
energy	efficiency	at	Hayes,”	 
adds Waddell.

The use of free cooling and the 
subsequent lowering of the load-
to-site energy ratio means VIRTUS 
will now have more power to use, 
or capacity to spare, adding to the 
flexibility	of	their	offering.

Waddell expects free cooling to 
bring about better IT load-to-site 
ratios for power. “The facility is not 
operating energy and maintenance 
intensive pumps and chillers day in 
and day out so VIRTUS can expect 
reduced energy costs – VIRTUS 
will also be saving on the looming 
emissions taxes,” says Waddell.

“By not incorporating a chilled  
water mechanical system, we are 
able to generate approximately 
30 per cent savings on energy 
expenditure,” adds Waddell.  
“By designing the Hayes facility 
from the inside out – choosing 
engineering before structure – these 
figures	represent	significant	cost	
savings	and	energy	efficiency	over	
the life cycle of the facility. 

1. Power Utilisation Effectiveness (PUE) is a  
	 standard	measure	of	data	centre	efficiency.

Mission Critical

Industrial
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Williams Landing Station, Melbourne, Australia

Lend Lease engaged NDY to 
provide building services and ICT 
design for this new metro station for 
the Department of Transport.

This state of the art station is 
situated within the town centre 
and provides a focus for the 
development of Melbourne’s 
Western regions and is a key piece 
of infrastructure for the  
local community.

NDY provided schematic design 
for pricing purposes, cost saving 
initiatives and technical support to 
the tender submission. The detailed 
design phase for the project 
commenced in July 2011. 

NDY provided detailed design and 
construction administration for 
power distribution, ICT including 
CCTV, public information displays, 
ticketing and communications 
systems,	lighting,	fire	and	
hydraulics, mechanical systems and 
vertical transportation. The project 
is now a vital transport hub for the 
ever-expanding Western region of 
Melbourne.

Kimberley Land Council, Broome, Western Australia

In addition to the design of the 
Kimberley Land Council 4 star 
Green Star building, NDY was 
engaged for the design and 
specification	of	a	50kW	grid	
connect PV system (roof mounted) 
with embedded battery storage for 
connection to the Horizon Power 
distribution network in Broome, WA. 

The building in which the system 
will be integrated with is the 
Kimberley Land Council. NDY 
worked collaboratively with Solar 
My World (a distributor of solar PV 
equipment) to develop and specify 
the 50kW grid connect PV system 
which would meet the needs of 
the project, whilst also having an 
element of innovation with the 
battery storage system. 

The grid connect PV system 
was also designed to meet the 
stringent technical requirements 
for generation management in 
which Horizon Power has set 
for a systems of this scale. The 
PV system and battery storage 
equipment was sourced through 

Build Your Dream (BYD) who 
are recognised globally for 
their extensive research and 
development in this industry.   

The battery storage system was 
configured	such	that	it	would	act	
as a Uninterruptible Power Supply 
(UPS), in the event that the grid 
(Horizon Power) supply was lost, 
either due to unplanned (natural 
disaster, vandalism etc.) or planned 
outages (maintenance etc.). The 
battery storage system was sized to 
cater for Horizon Power’s ramp up 
and ramp down rates to satisfy the 
generation requirements in Broome, 
whilst	also	having	sufficient	capacity	
to run part of the Kimberley Land 
Council’s local LV network, in order 
to continue critical operations and 
safely shut down any computer 
systems within the timeframe that 
the batteries provided.

The project is current in the early 
stages of construction and is 
expected to be commissioned  
in early 2015.

Transport

Utilities

Images courtesy of Public Transport Victoria
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Innovation, excellence and continual 
improvement are integral in NDY’s ability  
to deliver best practice engineering  
solutions to our clients. NDY provide 
engineering consultancy services in seven  
key market segments. 

Each of the following markets segments strive 
to deliver innovation and the most sustainable 
solutions for their projects.

BUILDINGS

Buildings provide the accommodation for 
businesses, manufacturing processes, research, 
education and residences in our society and are 
the backbone of NDY’s business. Sustainability 
principles are incorporated into our building 
design through the following three principles:

Economic Sustainability: Buildings are well 
traded, investment class assets that provide an 
environment	in	which	businesses	flourish.

Social Sustainability: Various building types 
support and house people in our society and 
provide hubs connected by infrastructure.

Environmental Sustainability: The carbon footprint 
of buildings, including both operational and 
embedded energy, is reduced and managed.

DEFENCE

Defence are very interested in sustainability and 
were a founding member of the Green Building 
Council of Australia, and were initially the primary 
sponsors of the Green Star program. Due to 
the unique nature of their assets they required 
a more tailored approach however, and after 
withdrawing from the GBCA they developed 
their own Building Energy Performance Manual. 
This together with the Defence Green Building 
Toolbox	and	other	Defence	specific	guides	form	
the key to their approach, which they adopt in all 
of their infrastructure/facility projects. 

Defence own and operate their own 
infrastructure, and in addition to being interested 
in sustainable built form solutions they are 
interested in infrastructure technologies which 
lower their ongoing operational costs, as well as 
reducing their environmental impact.

Engineering input is provided through innovative 
design solutions using either new technologies, 
or smarter ways to re-use existing technologies. 
As required by their reporting standards,  
any major component selection is to be 
supported by rigorous whole of life costing.

HEALTH

Sustainability	in	the	context	of	the	“first	do	 
no harm” clinical care delivery principle, 
represents	a	natural	fit	with	the	healthcare	sector. 
This intuitive link is well supported by the growing 
body of research in Evidence Based Design 
(EBD) that now links positive patient outcomes 
to the quality of the built physical environment. 
The	significance	of	sustainability	in	healthcare	has	
become more acute in the context of “wellness” 
which aims to prevent sickness through the 
creation of healthy environments. 

The model adopted by the NDY design team 
focuses on both the “Personal Environment” 
and the “Ecological Environment”. This model is 
an extension of most green building rating tools 
that tend to focus on the physical environment 
with some implied secondary psychological 
considerations. Integration of both sustainability 
and EBD principles in an assessment tool will 
provide a much more representative rating 
assessment for healthcare facilities.

INDUSTRIAL

NDY’s Industrial sector focus comprises two 
main areas: industrial buildings and mining and 
resources. The sector is evolving with respect  
to sustainability, presenting NDY with an excellent 
opportunity to develop sustainability offerings  
to our clients. Within the Industrial sector  
life cycle costing and NPV (Net Present Value) 
drive	the	specific	approach	taken	to	sustainability	
for each project.

In the industrial buildings sector, NDY’s approach 
focuses on using the Green Star Industrial rating 
tool, including creating energy and resource 
savings and providing a sustainable design 
solution that best meets the needs of our clients. 

MISSION CRITICAL

Reducing energy consumption and improving 
water	efficiency	are	key	imperatives	of	the	NDY	
Mission Critical offering. Data centres in particular 
provide opportunities for ongoing and substantial 
improvements in energy performance, as 
increasingly the computer processing power that 
underpins so much of modern business activity 
resides in data centres.

NDY has been a pioneer and thought leader  
in	mission	critical	energy	efficiency	solutions.	
NDY recognises that legacy and new data 
centres can all do better in the future, and 
is continually striving towards improved 
performance outcomes.

TRANSPORT

Sustainability presents great opportunities  
for the Transport sector and there have been 
major changes in terms of innovation and a 
marked shift toward more resilient and sustainable 
design solutions. With the continuing upgrade 
and development of new road systems and the 
utilisation of intelligent road networks, specialised 
engineering services are critical.  
Engineering input is provided through the  
planning of communications backbones, 
intelligent transport systems and their interfacing 
to	traffic	signalling,	closed	circuit	camera	
monitoring and road lighting.

UTILITIES

Balancing economic competitiveness for 
Australia’s key economic sector (mining and 
resources) and the sustainable development of 
its major cities are the two main drivers for the 
Utilities sector. Some of the principle ways NDY 
is delivering sustainable solutions in this space is 
through distributed energy technology, such as 
rooftop	solar	PV	and	energy	efficiency	strategies.

Technological trends and nation-building projects 
are likely to further shape this market sector. 
This will include the development of smarter 
grids including self-healing systems, fully remote 
operations and extensive SCADA networks.  
The continuous deployment of renewable energy 
solutions	and	energy	efficiency	improvements	will	
remain central to the evolution of the sector.

Visit www.ndy.com/market-sectors  
to read more about the work we do across  
our seven market sectors.

2.3 Sustainability in our Market Sectors
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2.4 NDY Brisbane Office Refurbishment

Exit the lifts to level 14 at 120 
Edward Street Brisbane, and 
a large holographic screen 
greets you at the NDY Brisbane 
reception. But beyond the 
impressive technology smarts 
are some clever and pragmatic 
engineering solutions that have 
contributed to the 5 Star Green 
Star Interiors V1.1 rating.

“The reception sits within the 
refurbishment of an existing 
space that included two Meeting 
Rooms and a Boardroom,” says 
NDY director Andrew Gentner. 
“We wanted to break down 
physical barriers and open up the 
remaining	office	areas	to	make	it	
a contemporary and collaborative 
client and staff-focused 
environment.” 

With ‘Collaboration’ noted as one 
of NDY’s core company values, 
Gentner says it was important 
that	the	office	design	and	layout	
provided areas for staff to connect 
and collaborate on projects.  
“A	significant	component	of	our	
initial brief to our design architects 
centred on staff-connectedness: 
we wanted to ensure the design 

incorporated large open planned 
workstations to encourage 
interaction between staff members 
by creating visibility through the 
opaque workstation screen panels. 
The layout means that there is an 
uninterrupted visual connection 
amongst all staff.”

“Whilst we implemented a range of 
technical design components such 
as daylight glare control, daylight 
harvesting,	and	retrofitted	Y12	opal	
reed diffusers to the existing T5 light 
fittings	to	improving	light	distribution	
and	office	vibe,	it’s	the	day-to-day	
indoor environment quality achieved 
where we have seen the greatest 
benefit	to	our	staff	and	clients,”	
explains Gentner. 

Providing an environment that 
improves staff engagement was 
key	to	the	fitout	design.	A	number	
of	innovative	energy	efficiency	
strategies were also incorporated 
including power rails which 
shut down peripheral devices 
on standby from the computer 

and heat recovery from our 
communications room to generate 
hot water.

This attention to detail resulted in 
achieving the maximum number of 
Green Star points for workstations, 
flooring,	chairs,	tables,	and	storage.

We wanted to break down physical 
barriers and open up the remaining 

office areas to make it a contemporary 
and collaborative client and  
staff-focused environment.

Collaboration and connectivity were key themes in the  
NDY Green Star fitout of 120 Edward Street, Brisbane
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2.5 Resource Efficiency in NDY’s Operations 

NDY recognise that our business operations  
have an impact on the environment and we 
encourage our staff to behave sustainably when 
at work, primarily by minimising office energy 
consumption, recycling and making sustainable 
transport choices. 

NDY’s environmental commitment and associated 
initiatives are guided by our Environmental Management 
Policy, which is available on our website:  
www.ndy.com/about-us/what-sets-us-apart

NDY	offices	are	certified	to	the	international	standard	
for Environmental Management Systems ISO 14001 
which	verifies	that	NDY	has	appropriate	policies	and	
procedures in place to monitor and manage our 
significant	environmental	impacts	both	in	our	own	
operations, and in our project work.

We have initiated a number of programmes in NDY 
offices	aimed	at	engaging	our	employees	to	use	
resources	more	efficiently.	These	include:

 » Raising awareness of our staff through internal training 
sessions, staff participation in external conferences, 
and by carrying out R&D activities

 » Recycling	programmes	within	our	offices

 » “Follow Me Printing” has been introduced in all of our 
Australian	offices	which	require	staff	to	‘release’	their	
print jobs by logging in to the printer with a swipe 
card.	This	has	significantly	reduced	office	paper	
consumption and waste. Refer to page 31 for  
printing statistics

 » Web based collaboration and teleconferencing 
services have been implemented across the business 
as	a	means	to	improve	inter-office	communication	
and	reduce	business	travel	between	offices	and	to	
our clients’ sites. 

MEASURE, MONITOR, IMPROVE 

As part of our commitment to 
maintain our NABERS targets, all 
our	tenancies	have	been	fitted	with	
electronic sub-meters to monitor 
and record energy performance. 
We also participate in schemes 
such as City Switch that promote 
energy	efficiency	and	share	lessons	
learned across the network of 
participating organisations.

In the FY 2013/14 reporting year 
targets are being formulated at 
a	group	level	and	for	each	office	
which are aligned across NDY’s 
ISO14001 EMS and material  
GRI indicators.

As a result of the expanded scope 
of this Sustainability Report (global), 
and due to the improved data 
gathering processes implemented 
in	our	first	year	of	reporting,	NDY	
has elected to make FY 2013/14 
the baseline year against which 
future years’ performance will  
be compared.

Moving from FY 2012/13 to  
FY 2013/14, NDY improved the 
methods used to gather data  
about our environmental 
performance	in	our	own	offices,	
and introduced a consistent set 
of	metrics	which	all	offices	report	
against. Methods for data gathering 
are not yet fully consistent.

The	Melbourne	Office	energy	
consumption	figures	include	
energy use associated with high 
performance computer devices 
used for Luminova. As part  
of the next reporting period it is 
intended to report this consumption 
separately to permit better 
assessment of energy use  
against use areas.

[27]
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BUILDING ENERGY 

Building energy consumption is our 
predominant greenhouse emission 
source, associated with electricity 
usage relating to general lighting 
and power and IT servers located in 
our tenanted areas. In FY 2013/14 
NDY’s total building energy 
consumption was 955,729 kWh.

As	part	of	better	defining	and	
assessing our Building Energy 
performance, the total kWh 
data is normalised against staff 
numbers and total tenanted area 
as outlined in the following tables. 
These metrics will be used to 
assess performance and potential 
improvements across the business 
in optimising our building  
energy use.

NDY continues to maintain its 
commitment to assessing and 
rating	the	performance	of	its	offices,	
with	all	Australian	offices	committing	
to maintain a NABERS Energy  
4.5	rating	for	our	office	operations	
and a 5 Star Green Star rating for 
any	office	refurbishments.	

Through the centralised reporting 
of	all	office	metrics,	all	NDY	offices	
now report monthly on Building 
Energy use and liaise closely with 
local building management to 
identify opportunities for improved 
energy performance. 

One success story was our  
Sydney	Office	where	the	building	
owner engaged NDY for the 
optimisation of internal comfort 

conditions and to increase the 
energy performance by redesigning 
the software routines in the 
existing building management 
and control system. Through the 
implementation of changes to  
the BMS controls strategy, the 
building has recorded energy 
savings in excess of 42% from  
the previous year.

Through a 12 month monitoring and 
tuning period NDY optimised the 
energy savings to a 55% reduction 
and in 2013 the building surpassed 
client expectations and achieved  
a 5 Star NABERS Energy rating.

London
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Melbourne
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Corporate

Auckland

Wellington

142,746 

 18,263 
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 253,247

 93,870 

 61,269 

60,384

38,000 

Christchurch

12,597 

Perth

123,477 

Sydney

121,824  

955,729 kWh
total tenancy  

electricity consumed

Fig. 2.2: Tenancy Electricity Consumed (kWh) Fig. 2.3: Tenancy Electricity Consumed per m2

Fig. 2.4: Tenancy Electricity Consumed per person
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Each staff member  
generated an average of

1.41
tonnes of CO2e through 

building energy consumption.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS1

In collating our Building Energy 
consumption, the Scope 2 GHG 
emissions2 totalled to 785.31 
tonnes CO2e.	The	above	figure	
shows the distribution of GHG 
emissions	across	our	offices.

Similar to the kWh assessment, the 
GHG emissions are also normalised 
against total staff numbers to 
provide a suitable metric to assess 
and compare performance across 
offices	and	regions.

The FY 2012/13 only assessed the 
Australian operation. In comparison 
for	the	Australian	offices	there	was	
a minor increase of 2.4% to our 
Scope 2 GHG emissions.

1. The conversion factors used for T CO2e  
 were sourced from the following documents:

 - Department of Industry, Innovation, Climate 
Change, Science, Research and Tertiary 
Education – Australian National Greenhouse 
Accounts – Table 5 – Indirect Scope 2 
emissions	(Australian	Offices)

 - Ministry for the Environment – Guidance 
for voluntary, corporate greenhouse gas 
reporting – Section 3 Emission factors and 
methods 2008 – Tables 4 & 5  
(New	Zealand	Offices)

 - Department for Environment Food & Rural 
Affairs – Greenhouse Gas Conversion Factor 
Repository – Carbon Factors table  
(United	Kingdom	Offices)

2.	The	GHG	Protocol	defines	direct	and	 
 indirect emissions as follows:

 - Direct GHG emissions are emissions from 
sources that are owned or controlled by the 
reporting entity.

 - Indirect GHG emissions are emissions that 
are a consequence of the activities of the 
reporting entity, but occur at sources owned 
or controlled by another entity.

 The GHG Protocol further categorizes  
 these direct and indirect emissions into three  
 broad scopes:

 - Scope 1: All direct GHG emissions.

 - Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions from 
consumption of purchased electricity, heat 
or steam.

 - Scope 3: Other indirect emissions, such as 
the extraction and production of purchased 
materials and fuels, transport-related 
activities in vehicles not owned or controlled 
by the reporting entity, electricity-related 
activities (e.g. T&D losses) not covered 
in Scope 2, outsourced activities, waste 
disposal, etc.

London
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 785.31 tonnes CO2e
total tenancy  

electricity consumed

Fig. 2.5: Tenancy GHG Emissions (Tonnes CO2e) Fig. 2.6: Tenancy GHG Emissions per person
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BUSINESS TRAVEL

In FY 2013/14 NDY emitted  
699.29 T CO2e in Scope 3 
emissions. 

Business travel is a major 
contributor to our emissions and 
for this year NDY has recorded 
and assessed all domestic and 
international air travel. 

In order to improve the assessment 
of this metric, it is planned for 
FY	2014/15	to	refine	the	way	
we gather and report business 
travel by distinguishing between 
project related travel and corporate 
business travel. 

With	an	improved	definition	of	
our air travel, NDY is now setting 
targets for reducing corporate 
business travel by using other 
means	to	conduct	inter-office	
business meetings using 
technology tools such as web 
based video meetings. 

Figure 2.8 shows a breakdown  
of	Scope	3	emissions	by	office	 
and normalised per person.

NDY’s total air travel 
equates to travelling 
around the earth over

68 times 

Each staff member  
generated an average of

1.15
tonnes of CO2e  

through air travel.
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Christchurch
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551,014 2,736,433 km
total air travel

Fig. 2.7: Air Travel (km) Fig. 2.9: A3/A4 Print Output (Total Pages Printed)Fig. 2.8: Air Travel GHG Emissions per person
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WASTE & RECYCLING

The	recording	of	Landfill	Waste	
and Paper Recycling across the 
NDY	offices	depends	on	Tenancy	
arrangements and Base Building 
owner services that they have 
available to service this requirement. 

In addition to Waste & Recycling 
metrics, NDY records all paper 
consumption from its photocopiers. 
NDY also has wide format printers 
and it is intended for FY 2014/15 
to start recording and tracking this 
paper usage also. 

In FY 2013/14 NDY printed 
3,937,955 sheets of A4 and A3 
paper. In FY 2013/14 the NDY 
Australian operation also 

implemented the Follow Me Printing 
process where all printing has to 
be released from the printer by 
a user attending the printer and 
acknowledging the prints. 

This initiative resulted in an average 
8.56% paper savings across the 
Australian	offices	where	documents	
that were sent to print were either 
deleted or expired. It is planned to 
implement this initiative across the 
group in FY 2014/15.

*Landfill	Waste	figures	based	on	metrics	
provided by Auckland, Brisbane, Canberra and 
Melbourne	offices.

**Paper	Recycling	figures	based	on	metrics	
provided by Auckland, Brisbane, Canberra, 
London, Melbourne, Perth, Sydney and 
Wellington.

313,016  
litres of landfill waste*

249,694  
litres of paper recycling**

8.56% 
average paper savings 
across offices that use 
‘Follow Me Printing’

564  
litres of landfill waste  

per person*

450  
litres of paper recycling  

per person**
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A3/A4 total print output

Fig. 2.9: A3/A4 Print Output (Total Pages Printed)Fig. 2.8: Air Travel GHG Emissions per person Fig. 2.10: A3/A4 Print Output per person
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Section 3.0



FY13/14 was a year of stability for NDY as it faced 
the headwinds of ongoing industry consolidation, 
increasing pricing pressures, and continuing  
market tightening in some geographical locations.  
This was exacerbated in the Australian market 
due to a significant downturn in the mining and 
resources industry with subsequent impacts on 
larger construction projects across some States. 

Despite these challenges, the NDY group turnover 
remained stable with only a 0.74% variation from the 
previous reporting period. Of particular note was the 
increased	turnover	in	our	New	Zealand	and	UK	offices.

The contribution to revenue from each of our market 
sectors is indicated above (Fig. 3.1). The Buildings 
market sector currently contributes the largest 
proportion of revenue to the NDY group. The slightly 
reduced turnover of 1.1% in the Buildings sector from 
the	previous	year’s	results	is	reflective	of	the	group’s	
strategic	focus	on	diversification	with	significant	
percentage turnover improvements in the Health, 
Transport and Industrial sectors.

The standout sector for this reporting period is the 
Industrial sector with a year-on-year improvement of 
22.31%.	This	reflects	a	strengthening	of	human	capital	
in this sector along with technical capabilities that 
respond	to	specific	client	and	project	requirements.	 
The increased focus on large infrastructure projects  
by Federal and State Governments within Australia  
has further buoyed opportunities in the Industrial  
– and cascaded into – the Transport sectors.

Whilst our overall Utilities market sector turnover 
decreased, it has more than quadrupled in the  
United Kingdom from the previous year as we increased 
our power and utilities capabilities to meet burgeoning 
demand in this geography.

All	financial	figures	are	stated	in	Australian	Dollars	($AUD)

3.1 Financial Performance

 $101,052,611   
FY13/14 total group turnover (AUD)

FY12/13: $101,807,211

FY12/13: $64,323,877
 $63,562,070 

Buildings

FY12/13: $3,637,629 
 $4,449,309 

Industrial

FY12/13: $2,732,888 
 $1,844,769

Utilities

FY12/13: $17,726,702 
 $20,534,685 

Health

FY12/13: $6,562,373 
 $5,641,019 

Mission Critical

FY12/13: $2,872,073 
 $929,226 

Defence

FY12/13: $3,951,670 
 $4,091,533 

Transport

FY12/13: $6,580,321 
$7,919,818 

United Kingdom

FY12/13: $8,249,157  
$10,228,165 

New Zealand

FY12/13: $86,977,733 
$82,904,628 

Australia

Legend: FY13/14             FY 12/13

Legend: FY13/14             FY 12/13

Fig. 3.2: Turnover by region/sector

Fig. 3.1: Turnover by market sector
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Over the past five years NDY has undertaken 
significant engagement with staff and clients  
to ensure we are focusing business development  
in the areas of highest importance. The outcome 
of this engagement was the development of a new 
NDY Strategic Plan, focusing on the following  
three key areas:

 » Growth Opportunities: As well as expanding our 
service delivery to the Transport and Health market 
sectors, we are actively assessing the expansion 
of our services into South East Asia, and our 
engagement with client and consultant organisations 
in the region. The recent appointment of Andrew 
Macgregor to the role of Director responsible for 
South	East	Asia	reaffirms	NDY’s	commitment	to	
better engaging with opportunities in the region.

 » Improving Consulting Skills: As a service 
provider, it is essential that we invest in training 
and development for staff in order that they better 
understand client needs and are able to deliver 
the best project outcomes. To this end, a formal 
consulting skills training program utilising external 
training	providers	and	including	certificate	or	diploma	
level course content, is presently being developed for 
implementation in 2014/2015. 

 » Improving Business Processes: NDY continues 
to	make	significant	investment	in	improvements	to	
our technology platforms and business processes, 
to better utilise available technologies and ensure 
high quality and consistent work is being delivered 
throughout the business.  
 
This	includes	significant	investment	and	development	
in the areas of:

 - Building Information Modelling (BIM) 

 - Revit

 - 3D visualisation

 - project data management

 - design automation

 - alternate documentation models. 

In	addition,	significant	investment	has	recently	 
been	made	with	the	purchase	of	new	office	and	
project management accounting software platform,  
to	strengthen	and	improve	our	financial	and	 
human resources information management  
across the business.

3.2 Business Strategy

 “...we are actively assessing the expansion 
of our services into South East Asia, and 

our engagement with client and consultant 
organisations in the region.”
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NDY has an active R&D program, with R&D 
committees covering its key disciplines and sectors 
including: Mechanical; Electrical; Fire Protection; 
Fire Engineering; Hydraulics; Lifts; MPlus (Existing 
Buildings); Sustainability; Communications, Security 
and IT; NDYLIGHT; Interiors; Acoustics; Health; and 
Safety in Design. 

Staff with an idea they’d like to research submit an 
application to the relevant R&D committee. The R&D 
committee evaluates the applications and allocates 
funding to the best research activities. Staff then carry 
out the R&D tasks and provide a report to the business 
summarising the outcomes. The results are also posted 
to our internal knowledge hub, the NDY Wiki, so that 
staff	in	all	offices	can	access	the	insights	from	every	
R&D task. 

NDY allocates funding to the R&D Committees twice 
a year, typically spread across the disciplines and 
market	sectors.	The	CEO	reviews	the	final	list	of	tasks	
for each period. Allocations are granted in September 
and March. The total R&D funding for September 2013 
was $202,005 with 24 tasks, and in March 2014 it was 
$164,055 over 19 tasks.

The tasks are generally allocated over a 3-12 month 
period depending on the level of complexity and the 
required collection of information; tasks allocated in one 
year are expected to be completed the following year. 

There are currently 33 active R&D tasks approved  
in the last two R&D allocations (September 2013 and 
March	2014)	across	NDY’s	global	office	network.	 
Some of the Sustainability R&D tasks progressing  
from FY 2013/14 include: 

 » Green Star Pathway Analysis: For this task NDY 
collated all of the results from NDY’s recently awarded 
Green Star submissions and provided a snap shot 
summarising: which credits are commonly achieved; 
which credits project teams struggled to achieve 
(either	on	first	round	submission	or	not	at	all);	and	
highlighted areas where we have had similar feedback 
from the GBCA assessors on our submissions. The 
results help us streamline our approach to Green Star 
and	share	lessons	learned	between	NDY’s	offices.	

 » Sustainability Master List: This task highlights 
sustainability requirements from Green Building rating 
tools around the world including Australia’s Green 
Star and NABERS, LEED, Green Globes and Living 
Building Challenge from the US, BREEAM, Code for 
Sustainable Homes and One Planet Living from the 
UK and Germany’s Passivhaus. This will guide NDY in 
making best practice recommendations to clients that 
go beyond current Australian best practice. 

 » Sketch-up/IES/Revit Concept Design  
Tool Assessment: This task is a part of a broader 
push by NDY to identify suitable concept level 
simulation tools, particularly for use in sustainability 
assessments and design input. The scope is to 
compare the results of a concept level energy 
modelling assessment of a real project to the detailed 
Trace simulation results for the same project. Perth’s 
Capital Square project was modelled in Trace with a 
large number of scenarios, allowing a broad off-axis 
comparison of two platforms – one being used as if 
at	concept	stage,	the	other	with	final	results	that	have	
been reviewed. The outcome will be an indication of 
the potential reliability of the chosen concept level tool 
(expected to be IES or a similar Sketchup plugin).

 » Sustainability Precinct Tools – A Review:  
This task allows the NDY Communities Steering 
Group (CSG) to better understand both national and 
international sustainable precinct tools including the 
GBCA’s ‘Green Star Communities’ tool. This includes 
a review of the consistency in themes across all tools 
and the extent to which these themes align with 
the Australian Government National Sustainability 
Indicators and other holistic sustainability frameworks. 
It	also	identifies	the	various	disciplines	and	
relationships required to deliver a precinct rating 
certification,	which	feeds	into	the	development	of	
business cases for NDY’s Clients.

 » BCA Section J Verification Methods: In this task 
NDY will critically analyse the National Construction 
Code	Energy	Efficiency	Section	J	for	grey	areas	to	
clarify its application for NDY staff and project teams 
and share the insights with industry. The R&D task 
will also quantify the impact of choosing DTS glazing 
on potential JV3 compliance. It will also develop 
new alternative solution proposals to provide greater 
flexibility	on	future	NDY	jobs.	

 » Thermal Comfort: This task involves the development 
of a design guide to assist engineers to understand 
the drivers of thermal comfort and complete simple 
assessments. Various thermal comfort metrics 
were presented and recommendations made on 
the appropriate metrics for particular scenarios and 
suitable limits for maintaining acceptable thermal 
comfort. Advice was also provided on how to 
complete the assessments as required by various 
environmental rating tools (Green Star, LEED  
and BREEAM).

3.3 Research & Development (R&D)
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Section 4.0



At NDY we aim to be a responsible employer  
and value the relationships we have with our 
staff. We seek to provide our staff with more than 
a job and encourage the pursuit of Excellence, 
Leadership, Integrity, Collaboration, Accountability  
& Ownership and Innovation.

As an engineering consultancy, our staff are key to 
our success as a business, and our ability to provide 
excellent services to our clients. We have a strong 
emphasis on teamwork and encourage our staff to 
innovate. We work hard to ensure that staff are provided 
with the opportunity to develop best practice solutions 
for our clients. We also support our team by celebrating 
and rewarding our successes though initiatives such as 
the NDY Excellence Awards.

We manage our resources at both a local, national 
and global level to ensure capacity and demand 
requirements are met for our clients. 

A very small percentage (1.6%) of NDY’s work is 
performed by individuals who are self-employed.  
This	normally	occurs	where	a	specific	skill	or	capability	
is required for a particular project. 

The vitality of the building and property industry has a 
significant	effect	on	the	size	of	NDY’s	workforce.	NDY	
aims to actively manage its workforce variance by sharing 
our resources across geographies and establishing 
centres of excellence across the organisation which 
service all parts of the business. 

External factors in FY 2013/14 – including the 
completion of an unusually large project in our Perth 
office	–	resulted	in	some	workforce	attrition.	NDY	
employed 518 permanent staff as at 30th June 2014, 
compared to 607 at the same time in the previous year, 
resulting in an 11% variance.

All our staff have the freedom of association to join 
organisations and professional bodies of their choice 
and NDY fully complies with all legal requirements in 
regards to union membership and collective bargaining 
in the countries it operates in. 

All our staff have an Individual Agreement in place and 
therefore the percentage of staff covered by collective 
bargaining agreements is not a relevant metric for us. 

4.1 Our People 

Fig 4.1: Total Workforce by Location/Gender

GENDER FEMALE MALE TOTAL

Adelaide 3 6 9

Auckland 7 34 41

Brisbane 19 49 68

Canberra 10 19 29

Christchurch 2 5 7

Darwin - 1 1

London 16 39 55

Melbourne 39 113 152

Perth 20 58 78

Sydney 33 79 112

Wellington 8 14 22

Grand Total 157 417 574

Fig 4.2: Total Workforce by Employment Contract/Type and Gender

GENDER CASUAL A FIXED TERM B

PERMANENT 
FULL TIME C

PERMANENT 
PART TIME D

SUPERVISED 
WORKERS E

GRAND 
TOTAL

Female 13 2 115 26 1 157

Male 31 1 371 6 8 417

Grand Total 44 3 486 32 9 574

A D EB C

All people data is calculated as at 30th June 2014.
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NDY is committed to the ongoing learning and development  
of its employees and this year introduced the 70:20:10 principle  
to all senior leaders. This is where 70% of learning comes from  
on the job experience, 20% from learning through others  
and 10% from formal education. 

To support the 70:20:10 principle, NDY provides a range of learning  
and development opportunities, including job assignments, internal and 
external coaching and mentoring and a range of both internal and external 
training. Many of NDY’s senior leaders are trained mentors with  
all employees having the option to choose a mentor from among the  
more experienced NDY staff. 

NDY continues to support its engineers to achieve and maintain Chartered 
Professional Engineer status with the engineering professional body in the 
regions in which it operates in. NDY provides full funding for nominated 
engineers for both their membership and ongoing training. NDY also funds 
the membership of one professional body per employee of their choice.

On average, employees spend 2.24 days per annum on learning and 
development with our Job Level 5 and 6 employees receiving almost  
double the average in 2014 (3.19 and 4.26 days respectively).  
Our Job Level 5 and 6 employees represent the senior leaders of the 
organisation, and in 2014 a deliberate plan was implemented to boost 
learning and development opportunities for this cohort. These opportunities 
included external coaching, corporate governance training, teamwork and 
internal and external leadership development. 

The	implementation	of	NDY’s	new	CMS	and	financial	management	 
system	generated	a	significant	amount	of	training	this	year	as	all	employees	
(to varying degrees) required technical training on the use and application of 
the new system. A third party was engaged to assist in the quality delivery  
of this training. 

Our People Learning and Development Committee are responsible for 
ensuring the quality and effectiveness of our learning and development 
program. It comprises a cross functional team of senior leaders from  
across our business.

4.2 Learning & Development 

Fig. 4.3: Average Training Hours by Gender

GENDER AVERAGE HOURS (AVERAGE DAYS)

Female 11.60  (1.55 days)

Male 19.06 (2.54 days)

Grand Total 16.83 (2.24 days)

Fig. 4.4: Average Training Hours By Employee Category

 JOB LEVEL AVERAGE HOURS (AVERAGE DAYS)

 Level 1 20.91 (2.79 days)

 Level 2 14.11 (1.88 days)

 Level 3 13.55 (1.81 days)

 Level 4 18.56 (2.47 days)

 Level 5 23.94 (3.19 days)

 Level 6 31.97 (4.26 days)

Grand Total 16.83 (2.24 days)

Level 1 

Male

Female

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 

16.83  
All staff  
average
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4.2 Learning & Development 

TRAINING PROGRAMS

Training programs delivered during the reporting  
period include:

 » Engineers Induction Program: an internal one 
week intensive program for new recruits. It provides 
individuals with the opportunity to learn about every 
aspect of our business and engage with senior 
leaders from the business.

 » Senior Leaders Program: 38 senior leaders 
participated in a 5 day residential program  
facilitated	by	external	facilitators	expert	in	their	field.	
The program aimed to develop self awareness with 
the introduction of Hogan Assessments and leading 
others with the introduction of Situational Leadership, 
Blanchard International and Leading Change, 
Changefirst.

 » Technical training: multiple internal and external 
programs were accessed by our employees to ensure 
our subject matter experts are both skilled and 
knowledgeable in their area of expertise.

 » Workplace Behaviour for Employees: covers all 
forms of workplace harassment including sexual 
harassment and bullying. It educates employees 
in how they can work to prevent and deal with 
irresponsible behaviour in their workplace. 

 » Workplace Behaviour for Managers: a version of 
the above program which aims to educate managers 
on how to bring about a workplace culture which 
is free from discriminatory actions and undesirable 
behaviour. It examines the process managers and 
supervisors must follow in dealing with a complaint 
of harassment or irresponsible behaviour in their 
workplace, and how they can work to ultimately 
prevent this from occurring.

 » Deltek Vision: technical training for all employees 
to varying degrees to support the implementation 
of	NDY’s	new	project-based	ERP	and	financial	
management system.

 » Australian Institute of Company Directors:  
Five senior leaders completed the 5 day Australian 
Institute of Company Directors course, including 
assessment and accreditation.

Engineers Induction Program (EIP)

Engineers Induction Program (EIP)

Engineers Induction Program (EIP)

Senior Leaders Program

Senior Leaders Program



OUR GRADUATES

Each year NDY has a formal intake for graduates  
where we seek to attract the best university graduates 
by showcasing our work, people and culture. We have 
a strong presence at University Career Fairs where our 
Senior Leaders and current Graduates discuss their 
experiences and career opportunities with  
future graduates.

Our graduate recruitment process assesses both 
technical competence as well as consulting excellence 
potential. We seek to recruit the best engineer with high 
potential for consulting skills.

Our Graduate Program which generally takes two years 
to complete includes the Engineers Induction Program, 
2-3 job rotations through multiple disciplines and both 
internal and external technical and consulting skills 
training. Our graduates are also mentored by a senior 
leader who supports their learning and development 
and ensures the graduate is progressing well.

To ensure we maintain a pipeline of highly skilled 
engineers each year we seek to recruit graduates at a 
ratio of 1:20 against our full time employed staff. Our 
recruitment also mirrors the gender-based ratios of 
graduates qualifying as engineers, whilst at the same 
time ensuring we recruit based on merit.

PERFORMANCE REVIEWS

NDY has a formal performance review process in place 
which requires all employees to maintain an online 
Balanced Scorecard, which includes personal objectives 
and learning and development commitments. As the 
take up of this process varies across the organisation, 
NDY will be making a considerable effort to ensure all 
permanent employees have a balanced scorecard in 
place supported with regular catch-ups between an 
employee and their manager to discuss progress and 
performance. This is in line with, and supports, NDY’s 
desire to promote a high performance workplace. 

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 

NDY aims to create work environments where people 
are fully engaged and measure its progress via an 
Employee Engagement Survey (EES) every 2 years. An 
external	consulting	firm	administers	the	survey	and	NDY	
openly shares all results with staff through organised 
debriefing	sessions	and	publishing	results	on	our	
intranet. 

It has previously been acknowledged that our employee 
engagement levels are below where we would like them 
to be and hence why turning insights into action was  
a priority this year. 

The following initiatives have been implemented 
to address the issues raised in our last Employee 
Engagement Survey:

 » Internal job vacancies advertised via Jobs@NDY 
fortnightly bulletin.

 » New remuneration policy implemented to provide 
employees with clarity on the makeup of their 
remuneration package and how remuneration 
decisions are governed at NDY.

 » New	Job	Classification	Structure	introduced	to	
support the introduction of NDY’s new Short Term 
Incentive Plan and the future implementation of Salary 
Bands to further increase NDY’s transparency and 
equity in remunerating its employees.

 » New Short Term Incentive Plan introduced to all 
permanent employees directly linking the performance 
of the Group, the employee’s Team and their own 
Individual performance to the outcome of their 
incentive payment.

 » 38 Senior Leaders participated in a 5-day residential 
program aimed at improving senior leaders’ 
capabilities in ‘Leading Self’ and ‘Leading Others’. 
The program was very well received and is now  
a regular feature in the corporate calendar. 

 » Introduction	of	Changefirsts’	People-Centred	
Implementation change management methodology  
to support organisation-wide change programs. 

NDY will be administering an EES in the next reporting 
period to measure progress and ensure momentum in 
ESS initiatives are maintained. 
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NDY EXCELLENCE AWARDS 

From 2008 to 2011, NDY staff 
contributed to the success of the 
Innovation Awards programme. 
Whilst innovation remains an 
integral part of NDY’s culture 
– and is one of our six key values 
– a revitalised awards programme 
was introduced in 2012: The NDY 
Excellence Awards. NDY continued 
the Excellence Awards in 2013.

The philosophy behind the 
NDY Excellence Awards is to 
broaden the criteria of our awards 
programme by better recognising, 
rewarding and celebrating the 
efforts of individuals and projects 
throughout the organisation that  
go beyond expectations. 

There are ten award categories 
which reinforce our mission to 
provide ‘excellent solutions’ and 
reflect	the	NDY	Values	which	are	
now an engrained part of our daily 
working lives. 

The following table shows the results of the 2013 NDY Excellence Awards.

Fig. 4.5: 2013 NDY Excellence Award Winners

AWARD CATEGORY AWARD WINNER

NDY Engineer of the Year Michael Priest (Melbourne)

Best Mentor Award Geoff Cullen (Perth)

Contribution to Society Award Darrel Cooper (Brisbane)

Best Internal Training Initiative Award Laura Esperanza (Melbourne)

Excellence in Business Development Award David Foley (Sydney)

Consulting & Engineering Excellence Award: 
Project under $20 million

 60 Miller Street (Sydney)

Consulting & Engineering Excellence Award: 
Project over $20 million

Nebo Rail Maintenance  
 Facility (Queensland)

Innovation Award for  
Business Process Improvement

Acoustic Toolbar,  
 Tim Beresford (Melbourne)

Exemplar Documentation Award
Nebo Rail Maintenance  

 Facility (Queensland)

David Norman Young Engineer of the Year John Versace (Adelaide)

Finalists, winners and guests at the 2013 NDY Excellence Awards
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Within our Australian operations women  
represent 27.2 per cent of the overall workforce  
and 12.4 per cent of all engineering roles. 

We are pleased to report that NDY’s performance  
in this category is on par with the Consulting Industry 
average (28.7 per cent)1 and above the Australian 
national average for woman engineers. In 2013, 
Engineers Australia reported that the proportion of 
qualified	woman	engineers	in	engineering	occupations	
is 9.7 per cent2 of the Australian engineering workforce.

Whilst our overall results of woman in engineering 
are positive, NDY recognises that we still have some 
way to go over the upcoming years, to progress more 
women through to Middle (Job Level 4) and Senior 
Management (Job Levels 5 & 6) positions. 

Improved succession planning and resource sharing 
throughout the organisation has led to a number of key 
female appointments this year which demonstrates the 
ongoing importance of NDY’s talent management. 

NDY has been successful in attracting young graduates 
and professionals. With 25 per cent of our workforce 
under 30, we continually strive to ensure our employees 
achieve	a	great	start	to	their	careers	with	fulfilling	and	
challenging work assignments.

In 2013 our CEO Ian Hopkins signed the Charter  
of the Consult Australia Champions of Change.  
In doing so, NDY, along with nine of Australia’s largest 
engineering	consultancy	firms	joined	forces	to	champion	
diversity. To deliver on this commitment we are taking 
immediate action to better understand NDY’s diversity 
challenges and quickly put plans in place to support  
a positive change. 

Our diversity plan is centered on three focus areas  
and we look forward to reporting on our progress  
in the next reporting period:

 » Increasing the participation levels of women  
in leadership positions

 » Formalising	and	embedding	flexible	work	practices	

 » Ensuring equity in remuneration.

1.  Consult Australia Workforce Industry Snapshot 2013

2. Engineers Australia 2013 Statistical Overview  
 https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/sites/default/files/shado/ 
 Representation/Stats/2013_statistical_overview_australia.pdf

4.3 Diversity 

Female

141

Male

377

27.2%
female staff

Excludes Casuals and 
Independent Contractors

Fig. 4.6: Permanent Employees by Gender

Fig. 4.7: Permanent Employees by Age Group

128 (24.7%)

99 (19.1%)

291 (56.2%)

Excludes Casuals and 
Independent Contractors

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Under 30 years

Over 50 years

30-50 years
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4.3 Diversity 

Female

44

Male

311

12.4%
female engineering staff

Excludes Casuals, 
 Independent Contractors  

and Non-engineering employees

Fig. 4.8: Minority Groups – Women in Engineering

Fig. 4.9: Minority Groups – Women in Senior Level Positions

52%

42%

16% 13%

3% 0%

27% 
Average

Excludes Casuals, 
 Independent Contractors  

and Non-engineering employees

Tanya Cook 
HR Director and People Board Committee Member 
It has been a great experience to return to NDY after 
six years to see a number of women’s careers advance 
in what is traditionally a male dominated profession. 
Personally	I	feel	gratified	for	the	opportunities	I	have	
had to advance my career with NDY and my most 
recent appointment to the People Board Committee 
demonstrated to me that NDY really values the 
contribution I make. With the support of our CEO, 
the	opportunity	to	champion	the	benefits	of	a	diverse	
workforce is what I hope will be one of my greatest 
achievements with NDY. 

Hayley McLoughlin 
Melbourne Executive Team 
Throughout	my	career	in	NDY	I	have	benefited	from	
opportunities and smooth transitions through a variety 
of roles both within London and Melbourne. During 
my 6 years in London I led or was involved in some 
of London’s key projects. Following my return to 
Melbourne in 2013, I have appreciated the escalation 
of responsibility, including the opportunity to present 
at Data Centre Dynamics, become the Mission 
Critical Market Sector Manager and a member of 
the Melbourne Executive Team. I look forward to the 
continued challenges and possibilities within NDY.

Noni Nuriani 
Sydney Sustainability Team 
NDY has provided a conducive working environment for 
me in the last 5 years. NDY appreciates their staff based 
on their performance regardless of their background.

Anita Milne 
Auckland Executive Team 
I	joined	NDY	in	the	London	office	as	a	mid-level	
engineer at the end of 2003, one of the attractions 
being the possibility of staying with NDY when I returned 
to	New	Zealand.	At	the	time,	I	was	one	mechanical	
engineer among many in London, my pink cowboy 
boots were probably my only differentiator. In 2005,  
my partner and I relocated to Manchester for his work 
and NDY offered me the opportunity of joining the brand 
new	Manchester	office	–	so	new	that	there	wasn’t	 
a	computer	for	me	when	I	showed	up	in	the	office.	 
In	2006	it	was	back	to	New	Zealand,	where	I	joined	the	
Auckland	office.	Ten	years	now	with	NDY	and	counting	
– in my time here I’ve progressed from engineer to 
Senior Associate and a member of the Auckland 
Executive Team, picking up the mechanical section 
head role on the way. 

Level 1 

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 



Fig. 4.10: Staff Turnover by Age Group4

AGE GROUP % TURNOVER

Under 30 years 28.9%

30-50 years 18.6%

Over 50 years 11.1%

Grand Total 19.7%

NDY’s Employee Turnover Rate1 
is 19.7 per cent. The Employee 
Voluntary Turnover Rate2 is 18.5 
per cent, up by 4.5 per cent  
when compared to the last 
reporting period. 

This	is	significantly	higher	than	the	
industry average of 9.8 per cent3 
and of major concern to NDY. An 
immediate priority for NDY will be to 
investigate this increase in voluntary 
turnover and to better understand 
the issues facing employees who 
choose to depart NDY.  
 
 
1.  Employee Turnover is determined by 
 those permanent employees who leave NDY  
 voluntarily or due to dismissal, retirement  
 or death in service. Employee Turnover  
 Rate is calculated using Employee Turnover  
 divided by Total Permanent Employees as at  
 30 June 2014.

2.  Voluntary Employee Turnover Rate is   
 determined by those permanent employees 
 whose termination is initiated by the  
 employee divided by Total Permanent   
 Employees as at 30 June 2014.

3.  The Consult Australia Remuneration Report  
 March 2014.

4.  Excludes Casuals, Fixed term contractors  
 and Redundancy as a reason for termination.

4.4 Employee Turnover

Fig. 4.11: Staff Turnover by Gender4

GENDER % TURNOVER

Female 23.4%

Male 18.3%

Grand Total 19.7%

Fig. 4.12: Staff Turnover by Region4

GENDER % TURNOVER

Australia 19.5%

New Zealand 21.9%

United Kingdom 18.4%

Grand Total 19.7%

Fig. 4.13: New Hires by Age, Gender and Location

UNDER 30 YEARS 30-50 YEARS OVER 50 YEARS GRAND 
TOTALOFFICE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE

Adelaide 1 1 - - - - 2

Auckland 2 4 3 5 - 1 15

Brisbane 6 7 1 1 - 1 16

Canberra 4 1 2 - - - 7

Christchurch - 1 1 1 1 - 4

London 2 1 2 5 - 3 13

Melbourne 3 8 2 7 1 3 24

Perth 4 6 1 2 - 3 16

Sydney 1 4 2 3 - 3 13

Wellington 2 3 2 1 - 1 9

Grand Total 25 36 16 25 2 15 119
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119
New hires 

employed by 
NDY during the 
reporting period

36.1%
63.9%

Total NDY 
new hires  
by gender 

13
New hires in the  
United Kingdom

78
New hires in 

Australia

28
New hires in  
New Zealand

Fig. 4.14: New hires by region and gender
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35.9%

Male

64.1%

Female

39.3%

Male
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Female

30.8%

Male

69.2%
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We seek to ensure that an effective WHS programme 
is implemented throughout our operations by setting 
a company goal of zero injuries and complying 
with relevant legislation and other requirements in 
accordance with the International Standard OHSAS 
18001. We foster and promote WHS practices of our 
people through leadership, training and consultation, 
embracing safe design principles in all aspects of 
our design activities.

NDY has established a Workplace Health and Safety 
(WHS) policy and system demonstrating its commitment 
to WHS in the workplace. In July 2013, our Melbourne 
office	became	accredited	to	the	WHS	standard	in	
accordance with OHSAS 18001. A programme of 
works is underway, integrating the WHS system with 
our currently accredited QMS and EMS systems  
with	an	aim	to	have	all	NDY	offices	accredited	by	 
Q2 FY 2014/15.

As part of the programme of achieving WHS 
accreditation,	all	our	offices	have	formed	WHS	
Committees that include both management and staff 
Health and Safety Representatives. 

The WHS Committees are responsible for investigating 
and managing incidents or hazards that may be 
identified	in	each	office.	All	incidents	and	hazards	are	
tracked through a central system and reported monthly 
to all relevant business stakeholders. 

WHS objectives and targets are set six monthly as 
part	of	the	Management	Review	process	with	offices	
reporting issues that are then consolidated into the NDY 
Group Management Review which is distributed to the 
board and shareholders. 

To promote the health and wellbeing of our staff, NDY 
also provide active social programmes, subsidised 
fitness	programmes	as	well	as	an	Employee	Assistance	
Programme that provides free counselling services to 
employees and eligible family members.

As NDY’s workforce does not consist of independent 
contractors who work on-site, the reporting of injury, 
injury rate, occupational diseases rate, lost day 
rate, absentee rate and work-related fatalities for 
independent contractors is not a relevant metric for us.

4.5 Employee Workplace Health and Safety 

OUR WHS PERFORMANCE

In FY 2013/14 a new system for reporting injury rate 
statistics was implemented, with all injury reports 
coming	in	the	first	instance	to	a	single	point	of	
contact, NDY’s integrated management systems (IMS) 
coordinator. The IMS coordinator then follows up  
with the local management to determine the root cause 
and corrective actions were taken to mitigate any 
identified	risk.

The rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, 
and absenteeism are recorded across our various 
offices	and	summarised	as	follows: 

Fig. 4.15: Absentee Rate by Gender

GENDER ABSENTEE RATE

Female 2.0%

Male 1.6%

Grand Total 1.7%

Excludes Casuals and Independent Contractors

Fig. 4.16: Absentee Rate by Region

OFFICE ABSENTEE RATE

Adelaide 1.8%

Auckland 1.5%

Brisbane 1.3%

Canberra 1.7%

Christchurch 2.6%

Darwin 0.0%

London 0.7%

Melbourne 2.0%

Perth 1.8%

Sydney 2.2%

Wellington 2.3%

Grand Total 1.7%

Excludes Casuals and Independent Contractors
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In FY 2013/14 NDY did not have any fines or non-
monetary sanctions imposed on our business for 
non-compliance with any laws or regulations. Nor 
did NDY have any incidents of non-compliance with 
regulations or voluntary codes of conduct in relation 
to Work Health & Safety. There were zero reported 
instances of dangerous occurrences, reportable 
injuries or fatalities.

The NDY Board Risk Committee is chaired by  
NDY Director James Henshaw.

A Risk & Compliance Framework addresses seven  
key areas for the business. These are: 

 » Project Risk

 » Human Resources

 » Information Technology and BIM

 » Legal

 » WHS

 » Marketing & Communications

 » Sustainability.

4.6 Legal Compliance & Claims

OUR WHS PERFORMANCE CONTINUED

Fig. 4.17: LTIFR (Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate)

OFFICE
SUM OF HOURS PER ANNUM 

(LESS PLANNED ABSENTEEISM)
NUMBER OF 
REPORTED INJURIES

LTIFR 
CALCULATION

Adelaide 16,009.82 0 0

Auckland 77,088.29 1 12.97

Brisbane 109,544.15 0 0

Canberra 48,165.18 1 20.76

Christchurch 8,872.03 0 0

Darwin 1,812.86 0 0

London 88,384.07 0 0

Melbourne 245,954.43 0 0

Perth 148,407.88 2 13.48

Sydney 183,862.61 0 0

Wellington 38,100.68 1 26.25

Total 966,202.00 5 5.17
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Section 5.0



NDY has always been committed to giving back 
to the community. Our commitment to charitable 
causes inspired the establishment of the NDY 
Charitable Trust in 2011 as a separate entity which 
has its own management committee.

With a mission to provide “support for communities 
in need”, the NDY Charitable Trust provides tangible 
outcomes through a combination of pro-bono, in-kind 
and cash donations to selected charities across the 
globe. This complements the practical assistance  
NDY provides on a range of volunteering efforts  
around the globe, through our pool of skilled and 
talented engineers.

NDY sets a budget for the Charitable Trust each year, with 
the	key	beneficiaries	during	the	last	financial	year	being:

 » Disaster Aid Australia for the delivery of emergency 
shelter and sustainable water solutions to those 
affected by natural or other disasters;

 » SkyJuice™ Foundation for the provision of low cost, 
sustainable water treatment solutions for humanitarian 
projects and for emergency and disaster relief efforts; 

 » Project Seres to foster the emergence of sustainable 
communities in Guatemala by engaging, educating 
and empowering people to become leaders of 
positive change.

In	addition	to	our	primary	beneficiaries,	the	Charitable	
Trust	provided	significant	contributions	to	the	following	
charities during the reporting period:

 » Spark Engineering Camp – $4,000 was donated 
to the Spark Engineering Camp which is a not-for-
profit	initiative	that	provides	an	opportunity	for	100	
high school students in years 10-12 to experience 
university	life	and	to	see	first-hand	the	potential	of	 
a career in engineering.

A total of $68,549.67 was donated to charity over 
the	financial	year,	including	over	$9,000	raised	
independently by NDY staff and the remainder derived 
from the NDY Charitable Trust. 

Local	events	are	coordinated	by	individual	offices	
to raise money for charities of interest for local staff. 
Selected local fundraising efforts include:

 » The	Melbourne	office	raised	$450	at	the	Market	Day	
event in April. This fundraising event was held in all 
NDY	offices	to	coincide	with	World	Environment	Day.

 » The	Sydney	office	raised	over	$700	for	the	Cancer	
Council Australia with the Biggest Morning Tea Event.

Other	ongoing	fundraising	initiatives	in	all	offices	include:

 » Dress down Fridays

 » Annual family day & fun run

 » Raffles	(with	gifts	donated	by	Charitable	 
Trust sponsors)

 » Auctioning of redundant NDY IT equipment.

5.1 NDY Charitable Trust 

NDY CHARITABLE TRUST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The NDY Trust was established by NDY Charities Ltd and has a DGR 
(deductible gift recipient) status. Donations from the Trust must also be to 
DGR registered charities or entities. The Trust is established as a separate 
structure and has its own Management Committee. The Committee 
members receive no remuneration for their work with the Trust. 

Further information on the governance of the Charitable  
Trust can be found at: www.ndycharitabletrust.org

Students at a Spark Engineering CampDonation to Disaster Aid AustraliaProject Seres in action, Guatemala
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GREEN STAR PIONEER

NDY was a founding member of the Green Building Council of Australia 
(GBCA), and has continued its support since then through the delivery of 68 
Green Star projects as at 30th June 2014. NDY was a sponsor of the Green 
Star	Performance	tool	released	in	October	2013,	and	has	made	a	significant	
contribution to the development of the new version of the Green Star Design 
and As Built Tool, including coordinating a team of consultants to produce a 
new energy section, which sits at the heart of the tool. 

CHAMPIONS OF CHANGE

Women represent just 29 per cent of the industry’s workforce and are 
even	less-well	represented	at	senior	levels.	Consult	Australia	member	firms	
understand that addressing this imbalance, and promoting diversity and 
inclusion more generally, are business issues and are taking action  
to strengthen the pipeline of diverse talent in traditionally  
male-dominated industries.

The Consult Australia Champions of Change group – which comprises  
13 CEO’s from the built environment consulting sector – are taking collective 
action to address equality in their workplaces and stimulate wider industry 
support for gender reporting. 

On the 17th April 2014, NDY CEO Ian Hopkins was one of the signatories 
from the Consult Australia Champions of Change group who wrote to 
Australian Prime Minister, The Hon Tony Abbott, expressing their support 
for addressing barriers to the advancement of women in the engineering, 
building and infrastructure industries.

The open letter to Prime Minister Abbott stated: 

“We are writing to express our support for the principles of reporting as a 
valuable tool in efforts to address barriers to the advancement of women 
in our industry. All reporting regimes include an element of administrative 
burden but, as business leaders, we understand the primacy of data and 
the merits in making the effort to collect it. The reporting requirements under 
the Workplace Gender Equality Act 2012 are a framework to help us achieve 
our workplace diversity and business growth goals.

“The consultation process to fine-tune gender equality reporting is an 
opportunity to increase support for collecting, reporting on, and analysing 
gender equality data that will deliver huge benefits to the business sector 
and the economy in general.”

5.2 Leadership and Advocacy 

Leadership and advocacy 
involvement by NDY includes:

 » Green Star Performance: 

 -  Technical Advisory Group 

 -  Silver Sponsor

 » Green Star Design & As Built: 

 -  Technical Advisory Group

 -  Expert Reference Group

 -  Industry Advisory Group

 -  Green Star 2014 Thought 
Leader

 » Consult Australia Business of 
Sustainability Report, sponsorship 
and website

 »  Consult Australia Sustainability 
Working Group

 » Responsible Steel External 
Advisory Group

 » Green Star Assessment Panel

 » Life Cycle Assessment Society 
(WA), Founding Partner 

 »  Living Building Challenge 
Collaborative

 » PCA Sustainable Development 
Committee membership (ACT, 
NT, SA, WA)

 » Green Cities Conference Advisory 
Committee 

 » World Environment Day 
2014 Celebration: Video & 
Presentations	in	each	NDY	office	
5 June 2014. 
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5.2 Leadership and Advocacy 

Industry presentations covering a range  
of sustainability issues such as:

 »  Australian Life Cycle Assessment 
Society Conference 16-18 July 
2013

 »  AIRAH Pre-Loved Buildings 
Conference 13 Nov 2013

 »  NABERS Data Centres 30 July 
2013

 »  World Health Congress, Brisbane 
Aug 2013

 »  Engineers without borders 
presentation, Perth Sept 2013

 »  Clean Tech Awards judging panel 
11 Sept 2013

 » 	BHP	fitout	launch	in	Perth	19	
Sept 2013

 » 	Retrofit	&	Refurb	Conference	25	
Sept 2013

 »  NDY Open Mic Night for World 
Green Building Week 19 Sept 
2013

 »  Government Sustainability 
Conference 7&8 Oct 2013

 »  Camperdown Common Ground 
Sydney GBCA Site Tour 12 Nov 
2013

 »  Laing O’Rourke Engineering 
Excellence presentation 18 Nov 
2013

 »  BPN Sustainability Awards, 
Sydney 21 Nov 2013

 »  GBCA ACT State Industry Group 
and GBCA Perth State Industry 
Group meeting Feb 2014

 »  PCA future directions event “Meet 
the leaders” 20 Feb 2014

 »  Green Cities 18-19 March 2014 

 »  4 National Circuit GBCA building 
tour, Canberra 26 March 2014

 »  CIBSE Presentation 6 May 2014

 » 	Green	Star	Getting	Certified	event	
panel discussion 7 May 2014 

 »  PCA Sustainability Event, 
Canberra, 7 May 2014.

At an individual level, NDY 
supports Global Sustainability 
Director Tony Arnel in a number 
of industry roles including:

 » Trustee, Sustainable  
Melbourne Fund

 » Strategic Council Member,  
The Climate Institute

 » Board Member, 
Energy	Efficiency	Council.
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NDY staff have contributed to our local and global 
communities through a range volunteering on a 
wide range of local and international projects. NDY 
celebrates these staff efforts through the annual 
Contribution to Society Excellence Award.

5.3 Employee Volunteering

CASE STUDY: MAKING A DIFFERENCE

In FY 2013/14 Darrel Cooper, a hydraulic engineer from 
the	Brisbane	office	won	the	NDY	Contribution	to	Society	
Excellence Award. Darrel does volunteer work to deliver 
hydraulic engineering solutions to provide clean water to 
disadvantaged communities. 

The primary location that Darrel works in is Thailand, 
mainly with a charity called The River Team. 
Darrel	developed	a	water	filtration	system	to	treat	
contaminated water with the result that the incidence of 
water contaminated related illness from bacteria such as 
E. coli and parasites have dramatically reduced. There 
are no moving parts in the whole system with gravity 
doing all the work. Darrel designed and helped build the 
water treatment system, and also trained locals to build 
their	own	slow	sand	water	filters	that	allowed	them	to	
set up a micro enterprise to build and sell this service to 
adjoining villages.

VINNIES CEO SLEEPOUT 2014

On Thursday 19 June 2014 over 1000 business and 
community leaders slept out across Australia raising 
millions of dollars to support people experiencing 
homelessness. NDY CEO Ian Hopkins participated  
in this annual St Vincent De Paul Society annual CEO 
Sleepout, personally raising over $7,000 in donations.

Following is a published note of gratitude from  
Ian Hopkins to all NDY staff and sponsors:

“A sincere thank you for your support of my Vinnies 
CEO Sleepout. Along with a number of other CEO’s,  
I collected my bits of cardboard from the organisers  
(to be my mattress for the night) and found a spot on 
the concrete concourse at Etihad Stadium in Melbourne 
last night. Knowing this was for one night, and in the 
relatively safe contained area of the stadium, made the 
evening easily bearable – but it did highlight to me how, 
for many people, this is a way of life. Your support  
has contributed to practical measures to help the 
homeless and also to the ongoing efforts of Vinnies  
in putting the spotlight on the issue of homelessness  
in our affluent country.”

Darrel Cooper (right) receiving an  
award for his contribution to society

NDY CEO Ian Hopkins at the  
2014 Vinnies CEO Sleepout
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NDY welcomes feedback on our Sustainability  
Report. If you would like to comment or require  
further information, please email us at:  
sustainability.report@ndy.com

© NDY Group 2014

What are Green Reports™?

Green Reports™ has partnered with CO2 Australia in an 
initiative designed and built for leading companies that care 
about their sustainability efforts and their environmental 
impact. It has enabled Norman Disney & Young to offset its 
carbon emissions usage through producing, printing and 
mailing reports.

Norman Disney & Young is one of the first companies  
to participate in this initiative and is certified in offsetting 
1.1 tonnes of carbon emissions used in the production and 
freight of its 2013/14 Global Sustainability Report.

Norman Disney & Young has reduced its carbon emissions 
for this report by purchasing carbon credits to fund 
the Native Forests in Australia. This project involves 
establishing and managing native forests to store carbon. 
Currently, more than 24 million trees across Australia are 
managed and if planted in a straight line, they would circle 
the Earth twice.

These particular carbon credits are produced by eight 
eucalypt plantings in the fine state of New South Wales, 
close to a small town called Condobolin.

Planted between 2006 and 2009, these forests are growing 
well and contributing to a range of benefits, over and 
above storing carbon.

By using Green Reports™, companies can help the 
environment and improve their sustainability efforts by 
offsetting carbon emissions used. This provides a leading 
position for companies who use Green Reports™ as their 
investment will reduce the environmental impact created.

Norman Disney & Young has partnered with Green 
Reports™ in an initiative that ensures their 2013/14  
Global Sustainability Report obligations are not  
impacting the environment.



Join us on social media at www.ndy.com/followus

http://www.ndy.com/followus
http://www.ndy.com
http://www.ndy.com/followus
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